AW22 Collection

AW22

THE PRESSIO WINTER COLLECTION IS THE
COALESCENCE OF OUR UNPARALLELED
PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTES & UNWAVERING
DEDICATION TO SUSTAINABILITY. CURATED FOR
THE WINTER SEASON THROUGH WORLD-FIRST
FABRICATION TECHNOLOGIES.
THE COLLECTION INTRODUCES 3L WATERPROOF,
INSULATION, FLEECE, LIGHTWEIGHT AND THERMAL.
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PERFORMANCE

→

PRESSIO is performance. Everything we do is aimed at helping you
run faster, jump higher, recover better and enhance your athletic
pursuit. Performance is our existence. We truly understand what the
athlete longs for as we are the athlete also.

harder and create new fibres/yarns and new construction methods,
sustainably, enabling us to care for our planet. Our products are
not compromised in performance by being sustainable. We have
perfectly calibrated all inputs creating optimal power, durability and
comfort to elevate your performance.

We are and will always push the boundaries; we will continue to
improve the performance of our products. Equally, we will push
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SUSTAINABILITY

→

Our mission is to provide genuine, revolutionary performance
apparel, which has been at the sacrifice of ethical and sustainable
approaches for years.
Our goal from the outset has been: Can we rewrite how performance
apparel is manufactured from procurement to finished product? The
pursuit is to create truly world-leading apparel that no one else can
replicate from a performance perspective while being manufactured
ethically and sustainably. We utilise recycled packaging, recycled
yarns and have found new printing techniques. The use of the latest

technology eliminates the highly toxic and energy-consuming drying
processes of our products. Our partners are committed to upholding
the highest ethical standards, looking after their workers and the
environment.
We believe we are only starting to explore what can be achieved
through manufacturing sustainably. We promise to critically analyse
every aspect of our supply chain to provide a better environment for
future generations.
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ETHICS

→

Excellence is the heart of everything we do, and that excellence
is mirrored in the safety and treatment of our valued partners. We
understand that every garment we make has an impact. We are
committed to doing everything we can to minimise, control and
reduce these impacts on the environment and communities where
we live and work. Our success is based on our relationships with our
suppliers, customers and peers in a dynamic global landscape with

an ever-evolving supply chain. We uphold the highest expectations of
ourselves and our partners.
With the selection of our supplier base, we have chosen
manufacturing/supplier communities or territories that we feel align
with the standards we require. This gives our supplier’s workers a
solid base to judge from while feeling no discrimination against them
if they speak out about any injustices.
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O U R T E C H NOLOGY

OUR FABRIC
TECHNOLOGY

1

ECOBRANE

2

ECOLOFT
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PURE ACTIVE
FLEECE
ECOTECH MF

EcoBrane waterproof fabric with our 15k/25K performance 100%
recycled membrane lets out moisture while you run while still keeping
you dry from even a torrential downpour. Our 100% recycled PU
membrane has a 25k waterproof rating which guards against heavy

downpours, with 15k breathability that transfers moisture during
exercise. Laminated front and back with 100% recycled lightweight, high
filament moisture-wicking GRS certified yarns. Designed specifically for
exercise in -10 to 10-degree celsius conditions.

Pressio’s new generation insulation fabrication combines 100%
recycled fabrics with UniFi’s® certified REPREVE® insulation Loft
with breathable and water-resistant properties perfect for an early
morning workout or to keep you warm going to and from your workouts.
The face and inner fabrics are a high gauge woven high filament

recycled polyester, which will help block out the wind but still let the
fabric breathe, so you stay dry and warm. In addition, the REPREVE®
insulation engineered at UniFi’s® USA based lab is recycled from
disused water bottles into an exact weight and density for the active
customer.

This 250gsm fabric is engineered using 100% GRS certified recycled
polyester yarns. The internal ML brushing traps your heat to thermal
regulate your body temperature. A high filament yarn further assists

with moisture management, so if you do work up a little sweat, this will
be wicked away, so you stay dry and warm. Made using GRS certified
yarns and dyed in bluesign® approved Dying facility.

EcoTech MF has been engineered of 100% recycled REPREVE® yarns
from the USA’s UniFi®. This multifilament yarn structure has denier and
filament grading technology that moves moisture from the next to the
skin layer (lower filament) to the outside (higher filament).

It provides a lifetime of advanced chemical-free moisture management.
This fully recycled fabrication achieves moisture management
characteristics not even found in pure polyester fabrication for superior
performance from a sustainably lead fabric.
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ECOTECH VENT

6

ECOTECH MESH

7

ECODURA
STRETCH

8

ECODURA TECH

9

ECOPOWER CK-R

This 85gsm 3D knit mesh fabric creates highly technical panelling for
targeted ventilation. Manufactured using GRS recycled high filament
yarn technology for extreme moisture management through its filament
grading technology which moves the moisture from the skin (lower
filament) to the outside of the fabric (higher filament).

The 3D structure is also developed for minimal fabric to skin contact,
so the fabric will stay light to you and move more freely on the body.
The oval structure allows excess heat to escape, so keeping your body
temperature more regulated so you can reduce the stress on the body
for greater performance.

We have a world-leading run short fabrication utilising new generation
recycled yarns and the latest in dissolved yarn technology. This utilises
a combination of recycled PET yarns with PTT bio-based yarns, which
allows stretch for added comfort without the need for fragile and heavy
elastane yarns, so your shorts will last longer and stay lighter.

High-gauge and quick-dry qualities through its filament structure
together with the airflow ventilation means this short fabric will stay light
and move with you through even the hottest atmospheric conditions.
Fabric is GRS certified, which utilises recycled waste products to help
preserve the planet through lower Co2 emissions and power usage.

EcoDura Stretch has been built from scratch by our fabric engineers
around the core attributes needed in the stretch, moisture management
and durability. Our world-first fabric starts with two special polyester
filaments, PTT and PET, twisted and drawn into a bio-fibre with a
helix structure that generates perfect elastic stretch properties. Thus,
eliminating elastomeric use allows for a permanent stretch that’s

lighter, with better moisture management and greater durability, which
is perfect for your everyday workouts. The raw material PTT is derived
from plant extracts, so they are biodegradable, and the PET component
is 100% recycled. Our EcoDura Stretch fabrication is the perfect
sustainable choice that gives you the flexibility, moisture management
and advanced durability for your most extreme workouts.

EcoDura Tech has been built from scratch by our fabric engineers
around the two most critical factors needed in a workout fabrication
- moisture management and durability. In the past extreme moisture
control has been at the sacrifice of durability. We have derived the latest
fibre composition engineering a fabric with high filament yarns next
to the skin to capture your sweat vapour and transport it to the spun

polyester outer to disperse the vapour and keep you dry. The spun
polyester outer has the durability needed for trail runs to HIIT workouts.
Both fibres are 100% recycled, GRS certified (Global Recycled
Standard), and Bluesign® approved. Our EcoDura Tech fabrication
keeps you dry and comfortable and has advanced durability for your
most extreme workouts.

EcoPower CK-R has been built from scratch, targeting the exact
parameters of power, weight, and comfort to achieve true muscle
holding ability while maintaining extreme comfort and performance.
This has been achieved through decades of knowledge of our fabric
engineers and utilising thousands of different measurements/yarn
tensions to ensure the exact specifications are met. We utilise a unique
circular knit structure for equal four-way stretch and high-gauge for

zero sheerness. This supports and lifts your body for a flattering fit.
A high filament recycled nylon fibre is used - upcycled from fabric
offcuts and other pre-consumer waste and re-engineered into this
world-leading fabrication. Durability and power are enhanced by
using Lycra® elastomeric fibre’s for extra support, stretch and comfort.
Bluesign® approved dying.
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O U R T E C H NOLOGY

THERMAL
ECOPOWER CK
Here at PRESSIO, we have the world-leading experts
in compression technology. Our compression
fabrication has been built from scratch and modified
utilising thousands of different measurements/yarn
tensions to achieve what we believe is the world’s
leading compression fabric, perfect for all sports from
the gym to out on the trails.
Creating compression with the exact power
specifications from production to production is key
to ensure the correct muscle holding ability and
graduated profile which is essential in offering true
compression technology.

kg/y

SAVE
46%

kg/y

SAVE
67%

4.075

kg/y

SAVE
92%

0.0153

kg/y

SAVE
63%

0.0419

0.5573

0.0051

SAVE
59%

0.3224

0.1335

0.034
WATE R

CHEMICAL
OXYGEN DEMAND

CHEMICAL

Taking the thermal ecopower ck yarn, we combine
it with invista lycra into a 36-gauge circular knit
process. This gauge structure means zero sheerness,

so no worries about bending over in the gym. The
combination of deniers and percentages of both
yarns is our secret, so we have a power, handful, and
modulus that is industry-leading. We then lightly brush
the interior of the fabric to trap heat and keep you
warm down to minus 5.
The high filament nylon yarns offer moisture
management and the durability of the nylon yarn
couple with lycra; we can guarantee long-life
performance.

kg/y

1.5086

2.2

PRESSIO is the first compression manufacturer to use
eco solution colour system, where we use a coloured
pigment that is added before the yarn is extruded,
so the yarn is coloured from the start. As a result, the
dying process is completely eliminated.
This is just the start of the process of making the
world’s most powerful and environmentally friendly
fabric.

Colour fastness
to WASH

Colour fastness
to WATER

Colour fastness
to LIGHT

ISO 105-C06

ISO 105-E01

ISO 105-B02 400hrs

5

5

Dark

Vivid

5

5

EL ECTRICITY
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O U R T E C H NOLOGY

OUR PRODUCT
PARTNERS

Italian manufactured Econyl recycled nylon
6. The yarn is derived from recovered fishing
nets, pre and post fabric offcuts, and disused
carpets. Extruded into high filament yarns
with advanced moisture-wicking abilities, with
added comfort and durability.

World-leading validation of process and
certification of recycled yarn process.

Swiss engineered and built compression
mm/hg testing device. Internationally
certified.

Dye-free technology. Over 59% less power
usage, 63% less CO2 emissions, and
eliminating the toxic dying process.

Seamless bonding and fusing technology.
Elimination of seams for greater comfort and
durability.

World’s most technologically advanced
and highly certified recycled Yarns. Industryleading filament yarn technologies allow
Pressio to create unmatched moisture
management yarns. Under the umbrella
of USA’s Unifi®, this yarn is fully traceable
through the supply chain with an embedded
code.
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ECOPOWER CK

→

Circular knit, powerful fabric with stretch, moisture management,
and enhanced comfort. Industry-first eco dye fabric technology
eliminates the toxic dying process and helps regulate the power

between production batches. Internal brushing technology allows
for heat-trapping and retention.

ACTIVE SEAM

→

New technology created in the USA provides 2 x the stretch and
30% greater strength of industry-standard flatlock stitching.

This enables the full benefits of compression fabric as the
stitching will move with the fabric and withstand the power,
allowing greater durability.

SALZMANN

→

Certified Compression testing technology - Swiss-based MST
measuring devices are used on all PRESSIO compression
products. The world’s most trusted and respected compression

mm/hg testing devices validate compression power and
graduated fit (where required).

MAPP

→

Our MAPP (Muscle Alignment Power Print) offers unparalleled
support in our power collection. Wrapping around key muscle
groups (calf and quadricep muscles) to support the muscles to

prevent overuse injuries, reduce muscle soreness, and align the
muscles for greater power output.

GRADUATED
COMPRESSION

→

Validated graduated fit via Swiss Salzman MST testing device.
Graduated fit for increased blood flow for elevated recovery.

CERTIFIED
POWER

→

Power validated via Salzman MST testing device. Correct power
soreness, muscle alignment for increased power, reduction in
on the correct muscle groups to reduce oscillation for less muscle overuse injuries and heightened body awareness.
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RECYCLED

→

Sourcing only the world’s most technologically advanced and
certified recycled yarns

NON-CHEMICAL
MOISTURE
MANAGEMENT

→

Through dual filament technology and the utilisation of high
filament yarns, the chemical moisture management application
is eradicated

3D VENT
STRUCTURE

→

Jacquard knit structure to allow maximum airflow, supply
advanced moisture management, and lower fabric contact to the
skin for added comfort.

ODOUR
RESISTANT

→

Anti-Microbial protection helps products stay cleaner, fresher,
and last longer.

DURABLE KNIT
CONSTRUCTION

→

Selection of advanced spun polyester, allowing moisture control
while still supplying a highly durable polyester knit structure.

INSULATION

→

Developed in the UniFi® lab is the latest generation non down
insulation, engineered to keep you warm in a lightweight, fast-drying,
moisture-wicking insulation, unlike traditional down. 100% recycled.

MEMBRANE

→

Industry-first 100 per cent recycled membrane rivalling the virgin
counterparts with 25k/15k ratings. High protection against rain
with high moisture permeability.

O U R P R O D UCT

ECOLITE
COLLECTION
Our EcoLITE collection is built around three key factors:
First, moisture management- through dual yarn technology
and a non-elastane fabrication. Secondly, protection, with its
water-resistant finishing and 360-degree reflective features.
Thirdly, Sustainability, with its recycled yarn technology and
manufacturing in a bluesign® dye house and 70% solar
manufacturing facility.
Our fabric engineers have built our EcoDura Stretch fabric from
scratch, working on the exact weight, gauge, yarn combinations
and hems. Enabling a run jacket and vests, which will keep the
chill off on those winter runs while still giving you world-first yarn
technologies to keep you dry from the inside and out. Finished
off with Bonded seams and hems from Framis in Italy and a fit
designed to run in.

PRODUCT CODE: PMR0092D

MENS ECOLITE
RUN JACKET
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s EcoLITE Run Jacket has been developed utilising EcoDura
Stretch lightweight fabric; this fabric is designed to protect you from the
elements while allowing exceptional moisture management. This worldfirst fabric starts with two special polyester filaments, PTT and PET, twisted
and drawn into a bio-fibre with a helix structure that generates perfect
elastic stretch properties with greater vapour control without the need for
elastane fibres, for enhanced life, greater durability and performance. The
back ventilation panel will further enhance breathability, so you stay dry
and 360-degree reflectivity so you can be seen from all angles. The fabric
utilises 70% recycled high filament polyester and 30% K9 Polyester yarn
with extra stretch and biodegradable properties. The perfect combination
of science, function and true certified sustainability.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoDura Stretch - lightweight, breathable fabrication that will move
with you when you run.
• 70% GRS certified Polyester yarns.
• 30% PTT Stretch Polyester yarns with Biodegrabale properties.
• High filament yarns for moisture control, so you stay warm and dry.
• WR coating for protection against light showers.
• High Gauge woven structure for blocking out the wind while allowing
moisture vapour to escape.
• High reflective trims for 360-degree visibility in the dark.
• Bonded Hems, Seams for comfort and low profile design.
• Bonded chest pocket and front zips with Semi-Lock zippers.
• Adjustable drawcord on hems and hood
• bluesign® Approved fabric mill and dyehouse. Constructed in a fully
audited facility utilising 70% Solar Power.

BLK/SLV

NVY/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XS

S		

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
M		

L

XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PMR0093D

MENS ECOLITE
RUN VEST
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s EcoLITE Run Jacket has been developed utilising EcoDura
Stretch lightweight fabric; this fabric is designed to protect you from the
elements while allowing exceptional moisture management. This worldfirst fabric starts with two special polyester filaments, PTT and PET, twisted
and drawn into a bio-fibre with a helix structure that generates perfect
elastic stretch properties with greater vapour control without the need for
elastane fibres, for enhanced life, greater durability and performance. The
back ventilation panel will further enhance breathability, so you stay dry
and 360-degree reflectivity so you can be seen from all angles. The fabric
utilises 70% recycled high filament polyester and 30% K9 Polyester yarn
with extra stretch and biodegradable properties. The perfect combination
of science, function and true certified sustainability.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoDura Stretch - lightweight, breathable fabrication that will move
with you when you run.
• 70% GRS certified Polyester yarns.
• 30% PTT Stretch Polyester yarns with Biodegrabale properties.
• High filament yarns for moisture control, so you stay warm and dry.
• WR coating for protection against light showers.
• High Gauge woven structure for blocking out the wind while allowing
moisture vapour to escape.
• High reflective trims for 360-degree visibility in the dark.
• Bonded Hems, Seams for comfort and low profile design.
• Bonded chest pocket and front zips with Semi-Lock zippers.
• Adjustable drawcord on hems and hood
• bluesign® Approved fabric mill and dyehouse. Constructed in a fully
audited facility utilising 70% Solar Power.

BLK/SLV

NVY/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XS

S		

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
M		

L

XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWR0096D

WOMENS ECOLITE
RUN JACKET
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s EcoLITE Run Jacket has been developed utilising EcoDura
Stretch lightweight fabric; this fabric is designed to protect you from the
elements while allowing exceptional moisture management. This worldfirst fabric starts with two special polyester filaments, PTT and PET, twisted
and drawn into a bio-fibre with a helix structure that generates perfect
elastic stretch properties with greater vapour control without the need for
elastane fibres, for enhanced life, greater durability and performance. The
back ventilation panel will further enhance breathability, so you stay dry
and 360-degree reflectivity so you can be seen from all angles. The fabric
utilises 70% recycled high filament polyester and 30% K9 Polyester yarn
with extra stretch and biodegradable properties. The perfect combination
of science, function and true certified sustainability.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoDura Stretch - lightweight, breathable fabrication that will move
with you when you run.
• 70% GRS certified Polyester yarns.
• 30% PTT Stretch Polyester yarns with Biodegrabale properties.
• High filament yarns for moisture control, so you stay warm and dry.
• WR coating for protection against light showers.
• High Gauge woven structure for blocking out the wind while allowing
moisture vapour to escape.
• High reflective trims for 360-degree visibility in the dark.
• Bonded Hems, Seams for comfort and low profile design.
• Bonded chest pocket and front zips with Semi-Lock zippers.
• Adjustable drawcord on hems and hood
• bluesign® Approved fabric mill and dyehouse. Constructed in a fully
audited facility utilising 70% Solar Power.

BLK/SLV

CLD/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XXS

XS		

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
S		

M

L

XL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWR0097D

WOMENS ECOLITE
RUN VEST
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s EcoLITE Run Jacket has been developed utilising EcoDura
Stretch lightweight fabric; this fabric is designed to protect you from the
elements while allowing exceptional moisture management. This worldfirst fabric starts with two special polyester filaments, PTT and PET, twisted
and drawn into a bio-fibre with a helix structure that generates perfect
elastic stretch properties with greater vapour control without the need for
elastane fibres, for enhanced life, greater durability and performance. The
back ventilation panel will further enhance breathability, so you stay dry
and 360-degree reflectivity so you can be seen from all angles. The fabric
utilises 70% recycled high filament polyester and 30% K9 Polyester yarn
with extra stretch and biodegradable properties. The perfect combination
of science, function and true certified sustainability.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoDura Stretch - lightweight, breathable fabrication that will move
with you when you run.
• 70% GRS certified Polyester yarns.
• 30% PTT Stretch Polyester yarns with Biodegrabale properties.
• High filament yarns for moisture control, so you stay warm and dry.
• WR coating for protection against light showers.
• High Gauge woven structure for blocking out the wind while allowing
moisture vapour to escape.
• High reflective trims for 360-degree visibility in the dark.
• Bonded Hems, Seams for comfort and low profile design.
• Bonded chest pocket and front zips with Semi-Lock zippers.
• Adjustable drawcord on hems and hood
• bluesign® Approved fabric mill and dyehouse. Constructed in a fully
audited facility utilising 70% Solar Power.

BLK/SLV

CLD/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XXS

XS		

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
S		

M

L

XL
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O U R P R O D UCT

ECOTECT
COLLECTION
Our new EcoTECT collection is designed around keeping you dry
and protected from all the elements, wind, rain and snow, while
still allowing vapour to escape.
The most critical element is our fabric technology, EcoBrane
3L, where we have a 25k/15k performance in a world-first 100%
recycled fabrication both in the fabrics and membrane. The
high moisture permeability will release the sweat vapour your
body produces during workouts and keep rain rated to torrential
downpours.
Fully tape seamed for further protection and 360-degree
reflective trims, the ultimate in cold-weather performance both
in performance and sustainability.

PRODUCT CODE: PMR0090D

MENS ECOTECT 3L
WATERPROOF JACKET
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s EcoTECT 3L Waterproof Jacket is engineered to withstand the
wind and rain, keeping you dry and warm through an advanced, fully
recycled 3L membrane technology. Our EcoBrane fabric with 15K moisture
permeability will let out moisture when you’re active while keeping you
dry from the most adverse torrential weather with a 25K waterproof
rating. This is achieved while utilising an industry-first 100% recycled PU
membrane and 100% recycled fabrications. Finished with fully seamsealed and waterproof zips, this will give you the ultimate protection
needed in a light-mid weight run jacket. 360-degree flexibility and with
elastomeric qualities, this jacket will move with you for unrestricted
movement. Non-compromising in both performance and sustainability.
Make from 12 recycled water bottles.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• Eco Brane 3L PU membrane technology.
• 25K Waterproof Membrane to keep you protected even from
downpours.
• 15K Moisture Permeability to let your moisture escape while working
out.
• 100% Recycled High Filament Polyester face and inner fabric.
• 100% Recycled PU Membrane.
• Fully taped seams for zero water leakage.
• Waterproof and fully bonded main and side pocket zippers.
• Bonded hems for increased comfort and low profile design.
• 360 degrees reflective trims.
• Fully adjustable hem and hood.

BLK/SLV

NVY/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XS

S		

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
M		

L

XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWR0091D

WOMENS ECOTECT
3L WATERPROOF JACKET
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s EcoTECT 3L Waterproof Jacket is engineered to withstand the
wind and rain, keeping you dry and warm through an advanced, fully
recycled 3L membrane technology. Our EcoBrane fabric with 15K moisture
permeability will let out moisture when you’re active while keeping you
dry from the most adverse torrential weather with a 25K waterproof
rating. This is achieved while utilising an industry-first 100% recycled PU
membrane and 100% recycled fabrications. Finished with fully seamsealed and waterproof zips, this will give you the ultimate protection
needed in a light-mid weight run jacket. 360-degree flexibility and with
elastomeric qualities, this jacket will move with you for unrestricted
movement. Non-compromising in both performance and sustainability.
Make from 12 recycled water bottles.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• Eco Brane 3L PU membrane technology.
• 25K Waterproof Membrane to keep you protected even from
downpours.
• 15K Moisture Permeability to let your moisture escape while working
out.
• 100% Recycled High Filament Polyester face and inner fabric.
• 100% Recycled PU Membrane.
• Fully taped seams for zero water leakage.
• Waterproof and fully bonded main and side pocket zippers.
• Bonded hems for increased comfort and low profile design.
• 360 degrees reflective trims.
• Fully adjustable hem and hood.

BLK/SLV

CLD/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XXS

XS		

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
S		

M

L

XL
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O U R P R O D UCT

RENEW
COLLECTION
Our new Renew collection is designed to get you to and from
your workouts and allow you to work out in as well, with its
fabrication aimed at moisture management, comfort and
protection from the cold while keeping you warm through its
thermoregulation properties. Made up of two collections:
Our fleece line, with its mid-weight 250gsm Pure Active Fleece
fabrication and its high filament 100% recycled yarns (each piece
made from at least 12 water bottles), matches the world-leading
performance of virgin yarns in this sustainable piece.
Next up is our insulation line with our EcoLoft fabrication, another
100% recycled fabrication both in fabrication and insulation.
Using the USA sourced REPREVE® insulation, our EcoLoft fabric
is designed to work out with moisture control and fast dying
insulation while compact and lightweight to keep you warm
before and after workouts.
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PRODUCT CODE: PME0084D

MENS RENEW HOODIE
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s Renew Hoodie is made using our new Pure Active Fleece
fabrication- this 250gsm fabric is engineered using 100% GRS certified
recycled polyester yarn. The internal ML brushing traps your heat to
thermal regulate your body temperature. A high filament yarn further
assists with moisture management, so if you do work up a little sweat, this
will be wicked away, so you stay dry and warm. Using our comfort and
tapered fit, you will feel just at home during and after your workouts. Fabric
Made using GRS certified yarns and dyed in bluesign® approved Dying
facility. Production house 70% solar powered.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• Pure Active Fleece- designed to trap warmth while allowing moisture
management and freedom of movement.
• 100% Recycled High Filament Polyester Fabrication.
• GRS certified yarns and bluesign® approved dyehouse.
• Tapered fit.
• Flocked logos front logo and a rubber logo badge on the sleeve.
• Front pouch pocket.
• Ribbed cuff and hem.
• Adjustable hood.
• Constructed in a fully audited facility utilising 70% Solar Power.

BLK/BLK

NVY/NVY

SIZE RANGE
XS

S		

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
M		

L

XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PME0085E

MENS RENEW PANTS
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s Renew Hoodie is made using our new Pure Active Fleece
fabrication- this 250gsm fabric is engineered using 100% GRS certified
recycled polyester yarn. The internal ML brushing traps your heat to
thermal regulate your body temperature. A high filament yarn further
assists with moisture management, so if you do work up a little sweat, this
will be wicked away, so you stay dry and warm. Using our comfort and
tapered fit, you will feel just at home during and after your workouts. Fabric
Made using GRS certified yarns and dyed in bluesign® approved Dying
facility. Production house 70% solar powered.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Pure Active Fleece- designed to trap warmth while allowing moisture
management and freedom of movement.
• 100% Recycled High Filament Polyester Fabrication.
• GRS certified yarns and bluesign® approved dyehouse.
• Tapered fit.
• Rubber logo badge.
• Two side pockets with one zipped for security.
• Ribbed cuff and hem.
• Drawstring for an adjustable fit.
• Constructed in a fully audited facility utilising 70% Solar Power.

BLK/BLK

NVY/WHT

SIZE RANGE
XS

S		

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
M		

L

XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PME0086D

MENS RENEW ZIP THROUGH
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s Renew Hoodie is made using our new Pure Active Fleece
fabrication- this 250gsm fabric is engineered using 100% GRS certified
recycled polyester yarn. The internal ML brushing traps your heat to
thermal regulate your body temperature. A high filament yarn further
assists with moisture management, so if you do work up a little sweat, this
will be wicked away, so you stay dry and warm. Using our comfort and
tapered fit, you will feel just at home during and after your workouts. Fabric
Made using GRS certified yarns and dyed in bluesign® approved Dying
facility. Production house 70% solar powered.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Pure Active Fleece- designed to trap warmth while allowing moisture
management and freedom of movement.
• 100% Recycled High Filament Polyester Fabrication.
• GRS certified yarns and bluesign® approved dyehouse.
• Tapered fit.
• Flocked logos front logo and a rubber logo badge on the sleeve.
• Front pockets.
• Full front zip.
• Adjustable hood.
• Constructed in a fully audited facility utilising 70% Solar Power.

BLK/SLV

NVY/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XS

S		

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
M		

L

XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PMR0095D

MENS RENEW
INSULATION JACKET
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s Renew Insulation Jacket has been specifically designed for the
active consumer, whether training in or keeping you warm to and from
your workouts. EcoLOFT is our new generation of insulation fabrication,
which combines 100% recycled fabrics with UniFi’s® certified REPREVE®
insulation Loft with breathable and water-resistant properties perfect for
an early morning workout or to keep you warm going to and from your
workouts. The face and inner fabrics are a high gauge woven high filament
recycled polyester, which will help block out the wind but still let the fabric
breathe, so you stay dry and warm. In addition, the REPREVE® insulation
engineered at UniFi’s® USA based lab is recycled from disused water
bottles into an exact weight and density for the active customer.
PRODUCT DETAILS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ecoloft - new generation material engineered to be 100% recycled.
100% Recycled High Gauge Polyester Face and Inner Fabric.
100% Recycled REPREVE® Insulation from UniFi®.
High gauge woven structure for blocking out the wind while allowing
moisture vapour to escape.
High Filament Polyester for moisture management and soft hand feel.
Active insulation is fully breathable and fast drying.
Waterproof main body zip.
Semi-lock zippers.
360-degree reflective trims.

BLK/SLV

NVY/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XS

S		

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
M		

L

XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWE0087D

WOMENS RENEW HOODIE
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s Renew Hoodie is made using our new Pure Active Fleece
fabrication- this 250gsm fabric is engineered using 100% GRS certified
recycled polyester yarn. The internal ML brushing traps your heat to
thermal regulate your body temperature. A high filament yarn further
assists with moisture management, so if you do work up a little sweat, this
will be wicked away, so you stay dry and warm. Using our comfort and
tapered fit, you will feel just at home during and after your workouts. Fabric
Made using GRS certified yarns and dyed in bluesign® approved Dying
facility. Production house 70% solar powered.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• Pure Active Fleece- designed to trap warmth while allowing moisture
management and freedom of movement.
• 100% Recycled High Filament Polyester Fabrication.
• GRS certified yarns and bluesign® approved dyehouse.
• Tapered fit.
• Flocked logos front logo and a rubber logo badge on the sleeve.
• Front pouch pocket.
• Ribbed cuff and hem.
• Adjustable hood.
• Constructed in a fully audited facility utilising 70% Solar Power.

BLK/BLK

IVORY/IVORY

SIZE RANGE
XXS

XS		

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
S		

M

L

XL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWE0088E

WOMENS RENEW PANTS
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s Renew Hoodie is made using our new Pure Active Fleece
fabrication- this 250gsm fabric is engineered using 100% GRS certified
recycled polyester yarn. The internal ML brushing traps your heat to
thermal regulate your body temperature. A high filament yarn further
assists with moisture management, so if you do work up a little sweat, this
will be wicked away, so you stay dry and warm. Using our comfort and
tapered fit, you will feel just at home during and after your workouts. Fabric
Made using GRS certified yarns and dyed in bluesign® approved Dying
facility. Production house 70% solar powered.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Pure Active Fleece- designed to trap warmth while allowing moisture
management and freedom of movement.
• 100% Recycled High Filament Polyester Fabrication.
• GRS certified yarns and bluesign® approved dyehouse.
• Tapered fit.
• Rubber logo badge.
• Two side pockets with one zipped for security.
• Ribbed cuff and hem.
• Drawstring for an adjustable fit.
• Constructed in a fully audited facility utilising 70% Solar Power.

BLK/BLK

IVORY/IVORY

SIZE RANGE
XXS

XS		

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
S		

M

L

XL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWE0089D

WOMENS RENEW
ZIP THROUGH
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s Renew Hoodie is made using our new Pure Active Fleece
fabrication- this 250gsm fabric is engineered using 100% GRS certified
recycled polyester yarn. The internal ML brushing traps your heat to
thermal regulate your body temperature. A high filament yarn further
assists with moisture management, so if you do work up a little sweat, this
will be wicked away, so you stay dry and warm. Using our comfort and
tapered fit, you will feel just at home during and after your workouts. Fabric
Made using GRS certified yarns and dyed in bluesign® approved Dying
facility. Production house 70% solar powered.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Pure Active Fleece- designed to trap warmth while allowing moisture
management and freedom of movement.
• 100% Recycled High Filament Polyester Fabrication.
• GRS certified yarns and bluesign® approved dyehouse.
• Tapered fit.
• Flocked logos front logo and a rubber logo badge on the sleeve.
• Front pockets.
• Full front zip.
• Adjustable hood.
• Constructed in a fully audited facility utilising 70% Solar Power.

BLK/BLK

IVORY/IVORY

SIZE RANGE
XXS

XS		

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
S		

M

L

XL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWR0099D

WOMENS RENEW
INSULATION JACKET
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s Renew Insulation Jacket has been specifically designed for the
active consumer, whether training in or keeping you warm to and from
your workouts. EcoLOFT is our new generation of insulation fabrication,
which combines 100% recycled fabrics with UniFi’s® certified REPREVE®
insulation Loft with breathable and water-resistant properties perfect for
an early morning workout or to keep you warm going to and from your
workouts. The face and inner fabrics are a high gauge woven high filament
recycled polyester, which will help block out the wind but still let the fabric
breathe, so you stay dry and warm. In addition, the REPREVE® insulation
engineered at UniFi’s® USA based lab is recycled from disused water
bottles into an exact weight and density for the active customer.
PRODUCT DETAILS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ecoloft - new generation material engineered to be 100% recycled.
100% Recycled High Gauge Polyester Face and Inner Fabric.
100% Recycled REPREVE® Insulation from UniFi®.
High gauge woven structure for blocking out the wind while allowing
moisture vapour to escape.
High Filament Polyester for moisture management and soft hand feel.
Active insulation is fully breathable and fast drying.
Waterproof main body zip.
Semi-lock zippers.
360-degree reflective trims.

BLK/SLV

CLD/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XXS

XS		

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
S		

M

L

XL
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O U R T E C H NOLOGY

COMPRESSION
BENEFITS

1

2

3

4

ELEVATED
WARM UP

→

ELEVATED
DURING
EXERCISE

→

ELEVATED
RECOVERY

→

ELEVATING
EVERYDAY
LIFE

→

Graduated compression (elevated fabric pressure up the legs) and pressure to the
limbs actively encourage a venous return to the heart and lymph nodes to improve
overall circulation. This promotes faster warm-up of muscles for optimal flexibility and
efficiency. Even before you arrive at your workout you are ready to perform at your
highest level.

Protect your muscles to reduce damage and long-term overuse injuries for stronger,
longer performance in PRESSIO Compression. During exercise, muscles and tendons
are exposed to muscle oscillation, a major cause of muscle fatigue, soreness and
damage. PRESSIO compression helps to align and hold muscles in place to reduce the
oscillation and prevent the risk of muscle strains and tears.

Restore your body back to peak levels in the fastest possible time for the next training
session, game or daily activity. Tired, sore, burning, and swollen muscles can result
from lactic acid build-up in the muscles and blood. The lactic acid builds faster than the
body’s ability to clear it, during and after strenuous activity. The built-up blood needs to
get back to the heart and lungs, where it can be cleaned of toxins, replenished, and recirculated.

Tired, swollen and heavy legs can also result after prolonged periods of inactivity. Those
who stand on their feet all day at work, sit or travel for long periods may find that the leg
muscles that aid circulation becomes inactive. As a result, blood circulation throughout
the body can slow considerably, and blood pooling can occur in lower limbs.
PRESSIO Compression garments with graduated engineering can help increase blood
flow from the venous to the heart. Blood flow helps prevent blood pooling, helping to
reduce the risk of DVT, swelling in ankles and limbs, and weary, tired legs.
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O U R T E C H NOLOGY

COMPRESSION
BENEFITS FOR SPORT

1

IMPROVES
PERFORMANCE

→

GREATER POWER — Our high powered fabric holds muscles in place, ensuring optimal
muscle firing position providing greater power output.
LESS FATIGUE — By reducing muscle oscillation, our compression reduces fatigue.
GREATER ENDURANCE REDUCED BLOOD LACTATE — Graduated compression
increases blood flow. By increasing venous return to the heart, the oxygen transport
system is improved. Improved circulation helps to reduce and clear the build-up of
lactic acid in the muscles and blood. Eliminate the burn.
IMPROVED PROPRIOCEPTION — Powerful compression provides greater awareness
of body position and improved reaction time.

2

REDUCES RISK
OF INJURY

→

FASTER MUSCLE WARM UP — Faster warm-up of muscles provides optimal flexibility
and muscle firing.
REDUCED MUSCLE SORENESS — Reduced muscle oscillation prevents micro-tears,
fatigue and soreness.
REDUCED MUSCLE STRAIN — Powerful compression reduces muscle strain by
decreasing oscillation and also by increasing proprioception.
REDUCES THE RISK OF DVT — Graduated compression reduces the risk of blood
pooling and Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT).

3

SPEEDS UP
RECOVERY

→

REDUCED SWELLING — Powerful, graduated compression prevents the retention of
fluid in tissue by reducing the amount of swelling and by increasing its removal through
improved venous return and lymphatic drainage.
REDUCED DOMS — Reduces oscillation and micro-tearing during exercise,
compresses muscle belly after exercise and reduces bleeding within the muscle. Thus
preventing the delayed onset of muscle soreness (DOMS).
FASTER MUSCLE REPAIR — Graduated compression improves blood flow and
lymphatic drainage, removing toxins and speeding up muscle repair.
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T H R E E C R ITICAL FACTORS

POWER

+

Power must be achieved to ensure a graduated fit at 25mm/
hg, which encapsulates the muscles to support them during
physical pursuits.
THE PRESSIO APPROACH

COMFORT

+

PERFORMANCE

Medical hosiery is stiff and uncomfortable to wear. Appropriate
Certain fibres must be incorporated that offer moisture
fibres must be used to ensure comfort against skin and flexibility, management from the inside to the outside of the fabric,
allowing movement whilst still providing support.
spreading to deliver fast-drying performance. The outputs must
enable long-lasting durability to withstand the rigours of working
THE PRESSIO APPROACH
out.

Circular knit - After many years of playing with circular
knitting machines and techniques, the team at PRESSIO truly
understand the importance of selecting the correct type of
knitting process. Looking at the exact parameters, we need to
hit, circular knit is the only way to guarantee true compression
performance. Ensuring the retaining of attributes the athlete
needs; comfort and durability.

We believe that performance should not sacrifice comfort.
Therefore, we have established the perfect amalgamation of the
three following elements, allowing us to achieve unprecedented
comfort in performance garments.

We are the masters of pre-tensioning the elastane yarns to arrive
at the perfect power needed to achieve the power stabilising
effect and graduated fit. This is one of the true art forms we have
learnt and is critical in achieving true graduated compression
performance. Coupled with the circular knit process, we have
accomplished greater power at a lower weight. Furthermore,
with the newly developed 36-gauge circular knit, we can fulfil an
even better power to weight ratio while simultaneously offering
no sheerness, which is extremely prevalent in the industry.

Black lycra® adds to the comfort feel while adding consistent,
long-lasting power.

We utilise a Nylon 6 yarn which has optimal hand touch
achieving superior comfort.

Our 36-gauge circular knit allows for lighter weight for more
power. This allows the fabric to remain breathable in addition to
no sheerness.

THE PRESSIO APPROACH
We use our performance curated Nylon yarn which has the
highest level of moisture-wicking yarn on the market. Our Nylon
yarn is also developed for durability, from floor workouts to
handling weights, the nylon yarn will stand up to all that is asked
of it. We have incorporated Eco dye process allowing the yarn to
be eco-friendly.
Lycra® yarn has been utilised for increased durability against
sweat and excess movement so that the garment will maintain
its power for longer.

POWER

Management from the inside to the outside of the fabric spreads
to deliver fast-drying performance. The outputs must enable
long-lasting durability to withstand the rigours of working out.
High Denier Black Lycra® allows maximum power with extra
durability, so the power stays consistent longer, ensuring longerlasting power and performance.
COMFORT

SUPPORT

Eco Dye dying process eliminates the batch dying process
to ensure the power is not compromised and altered from
production to production.
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O U R P R O D UCT

PRESSIO
COLLECTION
Our PRESSIO collection has been curated for the everyday
athlete. Utilising our EcoPower CK fabric, which deliver worldleading attributes in comfort, support and long-lasting in a
fabrication that is friendly to the planet.
We spent years formulating this powerful yet comfortable 36
gauge, no-sheer fabric. The unsurpassed moisture management
has the power to hold muscles in place for injury prevention and
formulates into a graduated profile for increased blood flow and
greater recovery.

CERTIFIED
POWER

GRADUATED
COMPRESSION

ACTIVE SEAM

SALZMANN

ECOPOWER CK
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PRODUCT CODE: PMC0046A

MEN’S PRESSIO
THERMAL TIGHT
PRODUCT INTRO
PRESSIO’S Thermal Compression Tights featuring a drawstring
waistband are designed to help power you through your workout by
supporting your limbs for less muscular soreness, aligning your muscles
for greater power output, and increasing your blood flow for enhanced
warmup and recovery. PRESSIO’S Thermal EcoPOWER CK, with its
industry-leading circular knit technology, has been internally brushed to
capture your body’s heat to provide precise thermal regulation down to
minus 5 degrees. 36 gauge knit structure allows for increased support
and no sheer guarantee. With its figure-flattering design, you can wear
it all day knowing your legs are supported and recuperating for the
next day’s workout. Certified graduated profile for enhanced recovery.
Environmentally friendly Eco Dye technology earth-friendly dye-free
technology that supports greater consistency of power.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for
improved recovery and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Thermal Eco POWER CK Fabric has the perfect equilibrium
of power, stretch, and recovery.
• The brushed inner layer captures your bodies heat for precise
thermal regulation down to minus 5 degrees
• Environmentally friendly Eco Dye technology earth-friendly
dye-free technology that supports greater consistency of
power.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, and recovery.
• High filament nylon yarns for comfort, moisture management,
and durability.
• 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and low sheerness
issues (sheerness guarantee).
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger
than flatlock with more stretch.
• Drawstring waistband for an adjustable, secure fit.
• Internal key pocket.
• UPF 50+ sun protection.
• 3M reflective logos front and rear for 360˚ visibility.

BLK/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XS

S

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
ST

M

MT

L

LT

XL

XLT

XXL

PRODUCT CODE: PMC0045A

MEN’S PRESSIO RUN
THERMAL TIGHT
PRODUCT INTRO
PRESSIO’S Thermal Compression Tights featuring a drawstring
waistband are designed to help power you through your workout by
supporting your limbs for less muscular soreness, aligning your muscles
for greater power output, and increasing your blood flow for enhanced
warmup and recovery. PRESSIO’S Thermal EcoPOWER CK, with its
industry-leading circular knit technology, has been internally brushed to
capture your body’s heat to provide precise thermal regulation down to
minus 5 degrees. 36 gauge knit structure allows for increased support
and no sheer guarantee. With its figure-flattering design, you can wear
it all day knowing your legs are supported and recuperating for the
next day’s workout. Certified graduated profile for enhanced recovery.
Environmentally friendly Eco Dye technology earth-friendly dye-free
technology that supports greater consistency of power.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for
improved recovery and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Thermal Eco POWER CK Fabric has the perfect equilibrium
of power, stretch, and recovery.
• The brushed inner layer captures your bodies heat for precise
thermal regulation down to minus 5 degrees
• Environmentally friendly Eco Dye technology earth-friendly
dye-free technology that supports greater consistency of
power.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, and recovery.
• High filament nylon yarns for comfort, moisture management,
and durability.
• 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and low sheerness
issues (sheerness guarantee).
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger
than flatlock with more stretch.
• Drawstring waistband for an adjustable, secure fit.
• Three rear pockets - rear zip pocket, secure phone pocket
& mesh pocket.
• UPF 50+ sun protection.
• 3M reflective logos front and rear for 360˚ visibility.

BLK/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XS

S

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
ST

M

MT

L

LT

XL

XLT

XXL

PRODUCT CODE: PWC0048A

WOMEN’S PRESSIO
THERMAL TIGHT - MID RISE
PRODUCT INTRO
PRESSIO’S Thermal Compression Tights featuring a Mid-Rise waistband
are designed to help power you through your workout by supporting
your limbs for less muscular soreness, aligning your muscles for greater
power output, and increasing your blood flow for enhanced warmup
and recovery. PRESSIO’S Thermal EcoPOWER CK, with its industryleading circular knit technology, has been internally brushed to capture
your body’s heat to provide precise thermal regulation down to minus
5 degrees. 36 gauge knit structure allows for increased support and
no sheer guarantee. With its figure-flattering design, you can wear
it all day knowing your legs are supported and recuperating for the
next day’s workout. Certified graduated profile for enhanced recovery.
Environmentally friendly Eco Dye technology earth-friendly dye-free
technology that supports greater consistency of power.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for
improved recovery and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Thermal Eco POWER CK Fabric has the perfect equilibrium
of power, stretch, and recovery.
• The brushed inner layer captures your bodies heat for precise
thermal regulation down to minus 5 degrees
• Environmentally friendly Eco Dye technology earth-friendly
dye-free technology that supports greater consistency of
power.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, and recovery.
• High filament nylon yarns for comfort, moisture management,
and durability.
• 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and low sheerness
issues (sheerness guarantee).
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger
than flatlock with more stretch.
• Mid-rise waistband for a secure fit and internal pocket.
• Secure side pocket.
• UPF 50+ sun protection.
• 3M reflective logos front and rear for 360˚ visibility.

BLK/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XXS

XS

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XST

S

ST

M

MT

L

LT

XL

PRODUCT CODE: PWC0049A

WOMEN’S PRESSIO
THERMAL TIGHT - HIGH RISE
PRODUCT INTRO
PRESSIO’S Thermal Compression Tights featuring a High-Rise waistband
are designed to help power you through your workout by supporting
your limbs for less muscular soreness, aligning your muscles for greater
power output, and increasing your blood flow for enhanced warmup
and recovery. PRESSIO’S Thermal EcoPOWER CK, with its industryleading circular knit technology, has been internally brushed to capture
your body’s heat to provide precise thermal regulation down to minus
5 degrees. 36 gauge knit structure allows for increased support and
no sheer guarantee. With its figure-flattering design, you can wear
it all day knowing your legs are supported and recuperating for the
next day’s workout. Certified graduated profile for enhanced recovery.
Environmentally friendly Eco Dye technology earth-friendly dye-free
technology that supports greater consistency of power.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for
improved recovery and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Thermal Eco POWER CK Fabric has the perfect equilibrium
of power, stretch, and recovery.
• The brushed inner layer captures your bodies heat for precise
thermal regulation down to minus 5 degrees
• Environmentally friendly Eco Dye technology earth-friendly
dye-free technology that supports greater consistency of
power.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, and recovery.
• High filament nylon yarns for comfort, moisture management,
and durability.
• 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and low sheerness
issues (sheerness guarantee).
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger
than flatlock with more stretch.
• High-rise waistband for a secure fit and internal pocket.
• Secure side pocket.
• UPF 50+ sun protection.
• 3M reflective logos front and rear for 360˚ visibility.

BLK/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XXS

XS

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XST

S

ST

M

MT

L

LT

XL

PRODUCT CODE: PWC0047A

WOMEN’S PRESSIO RUN
THERMAL TIGHT - LOW RISE
PRODUCT INTRO
PRESSIO’S Thermal Compression Tights featuring a Low-Rise waistband
are designed to help power you through your workout by supporting
your limbs for less muscular soreness, aligning your muscles for greater
power output, and increasing your blood flow for enhanced warmup
and recovery. PRESSIO’S Thermal EcoPOWER CK, with its industryleading circular knit technology, has been internally brushed to capture
your body’s heat to provide precise thermal regulation down to minus
5 degrees. 36 gauge knit structure allows for increased support and
no sheer guarantee. With its figure-flattering design, you can wear
it all day knowing your legs are supported and recuperating for the
next day’s workout. Certified graduated profile for enhanced recovery.
Environmentally friendly Eco Dye technology earth-friendly dye-free
technology that supports greater consistency of power.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for
improved recovery and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Thermal Eco POWER CK Fabric has the perfect equilibrium
of power, stretch, and recovery.
• The brushed inner layer captures your bodies heat for precise
thermal regulation down to minus 5 degrees
• Environmentally friendly Eco Dye technology earth-friendly
dye-free technology that supports greater consistency of
power.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, and recovery.
• High filament nylon yarns for comfort, moisture management,
and durability.
• 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and low sheerness
issues (sheerness guarantee).
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger
than flatlock with more stretch.
• Low-rise waistband for a secure fit and internal pocket.
• Three rear pockets - rear zip pocket, secure phone pocket
& mesh pocket.
• UPF 50+ sun protection.
• 3M reflective logos front and rear for 360˚ visibility.

BLK/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XXS

XS

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XST

S

ST

M

MT

L

LT

XL

PRODUCT CODE: PMC0001A

MEN’S PRESSIO TIGHT
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio Compression Tights are designed to help power you through
your workout by supporting your limbs for less muscular soreness,
aligning your muscles for greater power output, and increasing your blood
flow for enhanced warmup and recovery. Developed utilizing Pressio’s
EcoPower CK with its industry-leading circular knit technology with its
precise power profile and environmentally friendly no Dye technology. 36
gauge knit structure for increased support and no sheer guarantee. Wear
all day knowing your legs are supported and recuperating for the next
day’s workout. Certified graduated profile for enhanced recovery.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for improved
recovery, reduction of swelling and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.

BLK/BLK

SIZE RANGE
XS

S

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
ST

M

MT

L

LT

XL

XLT

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PMC0005B

MEN’S PRESSIO SHORT
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio Compression Shorts are designed to help power you through
your workout by reducing muscle oscillation for less muscular soreness,
aligning your muscles for greater power output, and help in protecting you
against overuse injuries. Developed utilizing Pressio’s EcoPower CK with
its industry-leading circular knit technology with its precise power profile
and environmentally friendly no Dye technology. 36 gauge knit offers extra
support and no sheer guarantee.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• Internal key pocket.
• Drawstring waistband for an adjustable, secure fit.

BLK/BLK

SIZE RANGE
XS

S

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
M

L

XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PMC0037A

MEN’S PRESSIO
RUN TIGHT
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio Run Compression Tights are designed to help power you
through your run by supporting your limbs for less muscular soreness,
aligning your muscles for greater power output, and increasing your blood
flow for enhanced warmup and recovery. Developed utilizing Pressio’s
EcoPower CK with its industry-leading circular knit technology with its
precise power profile and environmentally friendly no Dye technology. This
short has three rear pockets for all your run essentials and active seams,
which will move with the body and enable restriction-free workouts.
Certified graduated profile for enhanced recovery.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for improved
recovery, reduction of swelling and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• 3 rear pockets- one zipped for valuables, large middle for phone and
one open for easy access to nutrition

BLK/BLK

SIZE RANGE
XS

S

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
ST

M

MT

L

LT

XL

XLT

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PMC0040B

MEN’S PRESSIO
RUN SHORT
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio Run Compression Shorts are designed to help power
you through your run by reducing muscle oscillation for less muscular
soreness, aligning your muscles for greater power output, and help in
protecting you against overuse injuries. Developed utilizing Pressio’s
EcoPower CK with its industry-leading circular knit technology, precise
power profile, and environmentally friendly no Dye technology. This short
has three rear pockets for all your run essentials, and active seems, which
will move with the body and enable restriction-free workouts.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• 3 rear pockets- one zipped for valuables, large middle for phone and
one open for easy access to nutrition
• Drawstring waistband for an adjustable, secure fit.
BLK/BLK

SIZE RANGE
XS

S

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
M

L

XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWC0002A

WOMEN’S PRESSIO
TIGHT - MID RISE
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio Compression Tights with mid-rise waistband are designed
to help power you through your workout by supporting your limbs for
less muscular soreness, aligning your muscles for greater power output,
and increasing your blood flow for enhanced warmup and recovery.
Developed utilizing Pressio’s EcoPower CK with its industry-leading
circular knit technology with its precise power profile and environmentally
friendly no Dye technology. 36 gauge knit structure for increased support
and no sheer guarantee. With its figure-flattering design, you can wear
it all day knowing your legs are supported and recuperating for the next
day’s workout. Certified graduated profile for enhanced recovery.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for improved
recovery, reduction of swelling and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• Mid-rise waistband for a secure fit and additonal core support.

BLK/BLK
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PRODUCT CODE: PWC0006B

WOMEN’S 5” PRESSIO
SHORT - MID RISE
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio 5” Compression Shorts are designed to help power you
through your workout by reducing muscle oscillation for less muscular
soreness, aligning your muscles for greater power output, and help in
protecting you against overuse injuries. Developed utilizing Pressio’s
EcoPower CK with its industry-leading circular knit technology with its
precise power profile and environmentally friendly no Dye technology. 36
gauge knit structure for increased support and no sheer guarantee. Figure
flattering design together with active seams will move with the body and
enable restriction-free workouts.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• 3 rear pockets- one zipped for valuables, large middle for phone and
one open for easy access to nutrition
• Drawstring waistband for an adjustable, secure fit.
BLK/BLK

SIZE RANGE
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PRODUCT CODE: PWC0008A

WOMENS PRESSIO
7/8’S - MID RISE
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio 7/8 Compression Tights are designed to help power you
through your workout by supporting your limbs for less muscular
soreness, aligning your muscles for greater power output, and increasing
your blood flow for enhanced warmup and recovery. Developed utilizing
Pressio’s EcoPower CK with its industry-leading circular knit technology
with its precise power profile and environmentally friendly no Dye
technology. 36 gauge knit structure for increased support and no sheer
guarantee, with figure-flattering design. Wear all day knowing your legs
are supported and recuperating for the next day’s workout.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for improved
recovery, reduction of swelling and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• Mid-rise waistband for a secure fit and additonal core support.

BLK/BLK

SIZE RANGE
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L
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PRODUCT CODE: PWC0027B

WOMENS PRESSIO
3’ SHORT
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio 3” Compression Shorts are developed utilizing Pressio’s
EcoPower CK with its industry-leading circular knit technology with its
precise power profile and environmentally friendly no Dye technology. 36
gauge knit structure for increased support and no sheer guarantee. Figure
flattering design together with active seams will move with the body and
enable restriction-free workouts.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• High-rise waistband for a secure fit and additonal core support

BLK/BLK
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PRODUCT CODE: PWC0028A

WOMENS PRESSIO
TIGHT - HIGH RISE
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio Compression Tights with a high-rise waistband are designed
to help power you through your workout by supporting your limbs for
less muscular soreness, aligning your muscles for greater power output,
and increasing your blood flow for enhanced warmup and recovery.
With its figure-flattering design, you can wear it all day knowing your legs
are supported and recuperating for the next day’s workout. Developed
utilizing Pressio’s EcoPower CK with its industry-leading circular knit
technology with its precise power profile and environmentally friendly no
Dye technology. 36 gauge knit structure for increased support and no
sheer guarantee. Certified graduated profile for enhanced recovery.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for improved
recovery, reduction of swelling and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• High-rise waistband for a secure fit and additonal core support.

BLK/BLK
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PRODUCT CODE: PWC0076A

WOMENS PRESSIO
RUN TIGHT - LOW RISE
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s Run Compression Tights are designed to help power you
through your run by supporting your limbs for less muscular soreness,
aligning your muscles for greater power output, and increasing your
blood flow for enhanced warmup and recovery. Developed utilizing
Pressio’s EcoPOWER CK with its industry-leading circular knit technology
with its precise power profile and its environmentally friendly no Dye
technology. This tight has three rear pockets for all your run essentials and
active seams, which will move with the body and enable restriction-free
workouts. Certified graduated profile for enhanced recovery.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for improved
recovery, reduction of swelling and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• 3 rear pockets- one zipped for valuables, large middle for phone and
one open for easy access to nutrition
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PRODUCT CODE: PWC0029A

WOMENS PRESSIO
7/8’S - HIGH RISE
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio 7/8 Compression Tights are designed to help power you
through your workout by supporting your limbs for less muscular
soreness, aligning your muscles for greater power output, and increasing
your blood flow for enhanced warmup and recovery. Developed utilizing
Pressio’s EcoPower CK with its industry-leading circular knit technology
with its precise power profile and environmentally friendly no Dye
technology. 36 gauge knit structure for increased support and no sheer
guarantee, with figure-flattering design. Wear all day knowing your legs
are supported and recuperating for the next day’s workout.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for improved
recovery, reduction of swelling and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• High-rise waistband for a secure fit and additonal core support.

BLK/BLK
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PRODUCT CODE: PUC0009C

PRESSIO CALF GUARD
PRODUCT INTRO
Utilizing our EcoPower CK Fabric, this provides industry-leading power
giving you protection against muscle damage and overuse injuries.
Optimal moisture management is achieved through high filament nylon
wicking yarn. Our fabric utilizes Eco Dye technology for zero dying to help
safeguard our waterways and reduce water and energy consumption
in manufacturing. In addition, Active seams for extra strength and
Italian Framis bonding for extra comfort. This Equilibrium Calf Guard is
the perfect addition for those athletes who need a little more support
and power—certified for graduated fit and power utilizing Salzman
Compression testing from Switzerland.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.

BLK/BLK

SIZE RANGE
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M
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PRODUCT CODE: PUC0075C

PRESSIO ARM SLEEVE
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio Arm Sleeves, developed utilising our EcoPower CK with its
industry-leading circular knit technology with its precise power profile
and environmentally friendly no Dye technology. 36 gauge knit structure
for increased support to keep your arms relaxed and energized. High
Filament Nylon yarns for superior moisture management so you stay
warm and dry.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort.
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for improved
recovery, reduction of swelling and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.

BLK/BLK

SIZE RANGE
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M
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MADE OF
RECYCLED
MATERIAL

PRODUCT CODE: PWC0064A

WOMEN’S PRESSIO
RE TIGHT - MID RISE
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio Compression Tights with mid-rise waistband are designed
to help power you through your workout by supporting your limbs for
less muscular soreness, aligning your muscles for greater power output,
and increasing your blood flow for enhanced warmup and recovery.
Developed utilizing Pressio’s Pressio’s EcoPower CK-R with its industryleading circular knit technology with its precise power profile and its
environmentally friendly through the use of Recycled High Filament
Nylon yarns. 36 gauge knit structure for increased support and no sheer
guarantee. With its figure-flattering design, you can wear it all day knowing
your legs are supported and recuperating for the next day’s workout.
Certified graduated profile for enhanced recovery.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK-R Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for improved
recovery, reduction of swelling and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• EcoPower CK-R developed using a High Filmanet Recycled Nylon
yarns upcycled from pre consumer offcuts. GRS Certified
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• Mid-rise waistband for a secure fit and additonal core support.
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MADE OF
RECYCLED
MATERIAL

PRODUCT CODE: PWC0065A

WOMEN’S PRESSIO
RE TIGHT - HIGH RISE
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio Compression Tights with a high-rise waistband are designed
to help power you through your workout by supporting your limbs for
less muscular soreness, aligning your muscles for greater power output,
and increasing your blood flow for enhanced warmup and recovery.
With its figure-flattering design, you can wear it all day knowing your
legs are supported and recuperating for the next day’s workout.Pressio’s
EcoPower CK-R with its industry-leading circular knit technology with its
precise power profile and its environmentally friendly through the use of
Recycled High Filament Nylon yarns. 36 gauge knit structure for increased
support and no sheer guarantee. Certified graduated profile for enhanced
recovery.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK-R Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for improved
recovery, reduction of swelling and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• EcoPower CK-R developed using a High Filmanet Recycled Nylon
yarns upcycled from pre consumer offcuts. GRS Certified
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• High-rise waistband for a secure fit and additonal core support.
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MADE OF
RECYCLED
MATERIAL

PRODUCT CODE: PWC0066B

WOMENS PRESSIO RE
5’ SHORT - MID RISE
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio 5” Compression Shorts are designed to help power you
through your workout by reducing muscle oscillation for less muscular
soreness, aligning your muscles for greater power output, and help in
protecting you against overuse injuries. Pressio’s EcoPower CK-R with its
industry-leading circular knit technology with its precise power profile and
its environmentally friendly through the use of Recycled High Filament
Nylon yarns. 36 gauge knit structure for increased support and no sheer
guarantee. Figure flattering design together with active seams will move
with the body and enable restriction-free workouts.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK-R Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• EcoPower CK-R developed using a High Filmanet Recycled Nylon
yarns upcycled from pre consumer offcuts. GRS Certified
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• Drawstring waistband for an adjustable, secure fit.
• Internal key pocket.
NVY/NVY
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MADE OF
RECYCLED
MATERIAL

PRODUCT CODE: PWC0067A

WOMENS PRESSIO
RE 7/8’S - MID RISE
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio 7/8 Compression Tights are designed to help power you
through your workout by supporting your limbs for less muscular
soreness, aligning your muscles for greater power output, and increasing
your blood flow for enhanced warmup and recovery. Pressio’s EcoPower
CK-R with its industry-leading circular knit technology with its precise
power profile and its environmentally friendly through the use of Recycled
High Filament Nylon yarns. 36 gauge knit structure for increased support
and no sheer guarantee, with figure-flattering design. Wear all day
knowing your legs are supported and recuperating for the next day’s
workout.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK-R Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Graduated compression increases blood circulation for improved
recovery, reduction of swelling and reduced muscle stiffness postexercise.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• EcoPower CK-R developed using a High Filmanet Recycled Nylon
yarns upcycled from pre consumer offcuts. GRS Certified
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• Mid-rise waistband for a secure fit and additonal core support.
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O U R P R O D UCTS

COMPRESSION
SOCKS
Creating sporting compression is a craft. To fully grasp this, you need to
understand all the properties involved. This includes precise power, durability to
the athletic pursuit for where it must be light, breathable, and wick moisture at
exact specifications. The perfect amalgamation and ratio of this have not been
witnessed in the compression sock industry before.
Our journey started with yarns. Our team pursued top-grade moisture-wicking
yearns that did not compromise the durability of the yarn. We joined with Aquafil
in Italy to create a recycled nylon 6, derived from within their factory. The newly
created nylon was reengineered into a yarn, exceeding all required properties
within the industry. The perfect pairing is achieved by combining the yarn with
Lycra®, the world leader in power and durability in an elastomeric yarn.
Following our journey, the yarns were masterfully crafted to the required
specifications, ensuring the yarns meet the expected mm/hg power ratings.
This enables us to have the best yarns available for our socks, whether for
performance, run, or recovery.
Our final step in this journey is sending the covered yarns to a certified
compression hosiery mill outside Verona, Italy. They begin the knitting of the
yarn on the latest generation Santoni knitting machines. What transpires is the
perfect power compression sock.
Along with three of the world’s greatest craftsmen in their respective areas in
collaboration, we are proud to present the world’s finest compression socks
sustainably procured, allowing less impact on the planet.

GRADUATED
COMPRESSION
SALZMANN
CERTIFIED

PRODUCT CODE: PUC0025C

PRESSIO
COMPRESSION SOCK
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio compression socks are the result of collaboration amongst
the specialists in each of the compression fields. Producing what we feel
is the latest generation in compression sock technology. Utilizing Italian
manufactured Econyl recycled nylon 6 yarns which are derived from
recovered fishing nets, pre-and-post fabric offcuts, and disused carpets.
Extruded into high filament yarns with advanced moisture-wicking
abilities, with added comfort and durability. Then, the yarns are drafted
at very specific power ratios enabling optimal long-term mm/hg ratings.
Finally, we utilize the World’s leading compression sock factory in northern
Italy in the knitting process. The result is the perfect power for the athlete
in a certified graduated profile. This enables muscles to be supported and
held, reducing injuries and fatigue while also enhancing recovery. Wear
after wear; we guarantee precise power, comfort, and durability.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee

BLK/WHT

WHT/RED

SIZE RANGE
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L
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PRODUCT CODE: PUC0033C

EVERYDAY
COMPRESSION SOCK
PRODUCT INTRO
The Everyday compression socks result from collaboration amongst the
specialists in each of the compression fields to produce what we feel is
the latest generation in recovery compression sock technology. Utilizing
Italian manufactured Econyl recycled nylon 6 yarns which are derived
from recovered fishing nets, pre-and-post fabric offcuts, and disused
carpets. Extruded into high filament yarns with advanced moisturewicking abilities, with added comfort and durability. Then, the yarns are
drafted at very specific power ratios enabling optimal long-term mm/hg
ratings. Finally, we utilize the World’s leading compression sock factory
in northern Italy in the knitting process. The result is a perfect certified
graduated profile. Ideal for everyday wear, at work, traveling, and postathletic pursuit. The Everyday compression sock provides greater blood
circulation, assists in injury prevention and overall recovery in the target
muscles. Wear after wear; we guarantee precise power, comfort, and
durability.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• High filmament nylon yarns for advanced moisture management and
extreme durability.
• ECONYL® is an Italian recycled yarn using an ethically sourced
process-upcycled from disused fishing nets and other post-consumer
waste.
• Enhanced arch support to reduce overuse and stabilisation based
injuries.
• Anatomically designed footbed reducing blistering.
• Knitted in Italy at a World-leading Certified Compression Mill.

SIZE RANGE
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O U R P R O D UCTS

POWER
COLLECTION
MAPP (Muscle Alignment Power Print) offers unparalleled
support in compression/sports tights. Wrapping around key
muscle groups for the prevention of short and long-term injuries
and greater power output.

MUSCLE ALIGNMENT
POWER PRINT
CERTIFIED
POWER

Coupled with our EcoPower-CK fabric, which delivers worldleading attributes in comfort, support and durability while being
friendly to the planet.

ACTIVE SEAM

ECOPOWER CK

SALZMANN

PRODUCT CODE: PMC0003A

MEN’S POWER TIGHT
PRODUCT INTRO
The Power Compression Tight utilizing MAPP technology is designed to
help you work out harder with more intensity so you can back it up the
next day. Our powerful MAPP print will align your muscles for greater
power output with added compression support to reduce swelling and
soreness due to muscle fibre damage. This high-powered support will
also stabilize limbs to reduce overuse injuries. Our EcoPower CK fabric will
cradle the hamstring muscles and wrap the glutes for extra support plus
the perfectly drafted Lycra®/Nylon yarn combination allows you to move
freely, elevating you towards your best. Dye Free technology helps cut
emissions, lower water use, and protect our waterways.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• MAPP - Muscle Alignment Power print. Muscle-specific print to
increase support of muscles for reduced damage and greater power
output.
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• Drawstring waistband for an adjustable, secure fit.
• Internal key pocket.

BLK/BLK
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PRODUCT CODE: PMC0007B

MEN’S POWER SHORT
PRODUCT INTRO
The Power Compression Short utilizing MAPP print technology is
designed to make you work out harder, with more intensity, and help
you back it up the next day. Our MAPP print will protect your muscles
for greater compressive support to reduce soreness, swelling due to
muscle fibre damage and the added support to protect against overuse
injuries. Coupled with EcoPower CK, the high-powered fabric will also
cradle the hamstring muscles and wrap the glutes for extra support, plus
the perfectly drafted Lycra®/Nylon yarn combination allows you to move
freely, elevating you towards your best. Dye Free technology to help cut
emissions, lower water use, and protect our waterways.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• MAPP - Muscle Alignment Power print. Muscle-specific print to
increase support of muscles for reduced damage and greater power
output.
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• Drawstring waistband for an adjustable, secure fit.
• Internal key pocket.

BLK/BLK
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PRODUCT CODE: PMC0038A

MEN’S POWER RUN TIGHTS
PRODUCT INTRO
The Power Run Compression Tight utilizing MAPP technology is designed
to make you run further, faster and help you back it up the next day. Our
MAPP print will support your major run muscles, the quadriceps, and
calves for greater compressive support to reduce soreness, swelling,
enhance endurance and add protection to reduce overuse injuries.
Coupled with our EcoPower CK high-powered fabric, this will also cradle
the hamstring muscles and wrap the glutes for extra support plus, the
perfectly drafted Lycra®/Nylon yarn combination allows you to move
freely, elevating you towards your best. Three rear pockets for all your run
essentials and Dye Free technology helps cut emissions, lower water use,
and protect our waterways.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• MAPP - Muscle Alignment Power print. Muscle-specific print to
increase support of muscles for reduced damage and greater power
output.
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• 3 rear pockets- one zipped for valuables, large middle for phone and
one open for easy access to nutrition

BLK/BLK
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PRODUCT CODE: PMC0041B

MENS POWER RUN SHORTS
PRODUCT INTRO
The Power Run Compression Short utilizing MAPP technology is designed
to make you run further, faster and help you back it up the next day.
Our MAPP print will protect your quadriceps for greater compressive
support to reduce soreness, swelling due to muscle fibre damage and
the added support to protect against overuse injuries. Coupled with our
EcoPower CK high-powered fabric, this will also cradle the hamstring
muscles and wrap the glutes for extra support, plus the perfectly drafted
Lycra®/Nylon yarn combination allows you to move freely, elevating you
towards your best. Three rear pockets for all your run essentials and Dye
Free technology helps cut emissions, lower water use, and protect our
waterways.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• MAPP - Muscle Alignment Power print. Muscle-specific print to
increase support of muscles for reduced damage and greater power
output.
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• Drawstring waistband for an adjustable, secure fit.
• 3 rear pockets- one zipped for valuables, large middle for phone and
one open for easy access to nutrition

BLK/BLK

SIZE RANGE
XS

S

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
M

L

XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWC0004A

WOMEN’S POWER
TIGHT - MID RISE
PRODUCT INTRO
The Power Compression Tight Tight utilizing MAPP technology is
designed to make you work out harder with more intensity and help you
back it up the next day. Our MAPP print will align your muscles for greater
power output with compression support to reduce swelling, soreness due
to muscle fibre damage and add protection to reduce overuse injuries.
Coupled powered fabric will also cradle the hamstring muscles and wrap
the glutes for extra support. The perfectly drafted Lycra®/Nylon yarn
combination allows you to move freely, elevating you towards your best.
Dye Free technology to help cut emissions, lower water use, and protect
our waterways.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• MAPP - Muscle Alignment Power print. Muscle-specific print to
increase support of muscles for reduced damage and greater power
output.
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• Mid-rise waistband for a secure fit and additonal core support.
BLK/BLK

SIZE RANGE
XXS

XS

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XST

S

ST

M

MT

L

LT

XL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWC0039A

WOMENS POWER RUN
TIGHT - LOW RISE
PRODUCT INTRO
The Power Run Compression Tight Tight utilizing MAPP technology is
designed to make you run further, faster and help you back it up the next
day. Our MAPP print will support your major run muscles, the quadriceps,
and calves for greater compressive support to reduce soreness, swelling,
enhance endurance and add protection to reduce overuse injuries.
Coupled with our EcoPower CK high-powered fabric, this will also cradle
the hamstring muscles and wrap the glutes for extra support, plus the
perfectly drafted Lycra®/Nylon yarn combination allows you to move
freely, elevating you towards your best. Three rear pockets for all your run
essentials and Dye Free technology helps cut emissions, lower water use,
and protect our waterways.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• MAPP - Muscle Alignment Power print. Muscle-specific print to
increase support of muscles for reduced damage and greater power
output.
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• Mid-rise waistband for a secure fit and additonal core support.

BLK/BLK

SIZE RANGE
XXS

XS

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XST

S

ST

M

MT

L

LT

XL
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PRODUCT CODE: PUC0010C

POWER CALF GUARD
PRODUCT INTRO
Utilizing our EcoPower CK Fabric, this provides industry-leading power
giving you protection against muscle damage and overuse injuries.
Optimal moisture management is achieved through high filament nylon
wicking yarn. Our fabric utilizes Eco Dye technology for zero dying to help
safeguard our waterways and reduce water and energy consumption
in manufacturing. In addition, active seams for extra strength and
Italian Framis bonding for extra comfort. This Power Calf Guard is the
perfect addition for those athletes who need a little more support and
power—certified for power utilizing Salzman Compression testing from
Switzerland.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• Exact power profiles are meet in key muscle groups to enhance muscle
support, for less soreness and muscle protection.
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• Active seam for greater strength and comfort - 4x stronger than flatlock
with more stretch.
• High 36-gauge Knit structure for greater power and no sheerness
guarantee
BLK/BLK

SIZE RANGE
S

M

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
L

XL

XXL
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O U R P R O D UCTS

ĀRAHI
COLLECTION

3D VENT
STRUCTURE

NON-CHEMICAL
MOISTURE
MANAGEMENT

Ārahi is a native word in Te Reo Māori, meaning to be a torchbearer, to be the light for
which others follow. At Pressio, we are and aim to continue to be leaders in sustainable
performance.
The Ārahi collection comprises two custom-made fabrications. The first is our
EcoTech MF, made of 100% recycled high filament REPREVE®️ yarns from USA’s Unifi.
Multifilament fabrication for denier and filament grading technology provides lifetime
optimal chemical-free moisture management. Coupled with our EcoTech VENT, which
is world-leading in lightness and 3D ventilation to keep you cool and dry. EcoTech VENT
was made with Global Recycled Standard approved 93% recycled polyester with 7%
elastomeric for extra freedom of movement. Both fabrics are Global Recycled Standard
(GRS) certified.
The Ārahi collection is constructed using Italian Framis bonding for seamless hems
delivering superior comfort for everyday running. Finished with Germany’s Rudolf
SILVERPLUS®️ triple protect anti-bacterial technology. Bluesign®️ approved dying.

ODOUR RESISTANT

RECYCLED

PRODUCT CODE: PMR0013D

MEN’S ĀRAHI S/S TOP
PRODUCT INTRO
With two world-leading recycled fabrications, EcoTech MF and EcoTech VENT,
the Ārahi Top sets new standards. Our engineers have developed fabrics that
achieve advanced moisture management performance beyond virgin polyester
by utilising filament grading technology and the latest high filament yarns from
Unifi’s labs in the USA. In addition, our EcoTech VENT is engineered with a 3D
vent mesh structure which provides optimal ventilation to lower your core body
temperature. Fusion welding technology from Framis Italia provides seamless
hems that are less abrasive and have superior comfort. Our products are
anatomically designed for a run-specific fit.

PRODUCT DETAILS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EcoTech MF utilises Dual Filament Recycled polyester yarns from Unifi for
advanced moisture control. GRS certified.
EcoTech VENT world-leading in ventilation, lightness and moisture
management.
GRS certified Recycled polyester.
High filament mechanical knit fabric for unrestricted freedom of movement,
enhanced comfort, and optimal hand feel.
Recycled Polyester performance engineered to perform better than virgin
polyester – superior performance whilst taking care of the planet.
Italian-made Framis fusion welding for low profile detailing, low abrasion and
comfort.
Rudolf Silver Plus - Triple protection German-made anti-bacterial treatment.
Embedded code in yarn to help track through the supply chain to ensure
authentication
Bluesign approved Dying Facility.

BLK/WHT

DGR/SLV

SIZE RANGE
S

M

L

NVY/SLV

TCL/SLV

DIG/WHT

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XL

XXL

DIB/BLK

PRODUCT CODE: PMR0015E

MEN’S ĀRAHI 4.5” SHORT
PRODUCT INTRO
The Ārahi Short utilises our world-leading run short fabrication, EcoTech
MESH, the latest in dissolved yarn technology for enhanced ventilation
and new generation recycled yarns. Combining high filament PET and
PTT fibres in a helix formation, lightweight stretch properties are achieved
without the need for elastane, providing unrivalled moisture management
properties, so staying lighter and reducing the risk of abrasion. The
upcycled fabric uses recycled PET water bottles, which helps preserve the
ground we run on. Coupled with a flush aerated 3D jacquard waistband
provides increased ventilation and comfort. Fusion welding technology
from Framis Italia provides seamless hems that are less abrasive and
have superior comfort. Our products are anatomically designed for a runspecific fit.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoTech MESH - Utilising recycled PET yarns with Biobased PTT yarns
for advanced moisture management and stretch. GRS Certified
• Dissolved yarn technology for enhanced ventilation and lightness.
• PU free mechanical stretch for lifetime freedom of movement and
enhanced lightness.
• Italian Framis Bonded Hems- low profile design for lightness, comfort
and style
• High filament polyester anti-chafe lining.
• Rear zipped secure storage.
• Jacquard waistband for comfort and increased ventilation.
• Certified Bluesign® approved dye house.

BLK/SLV

NVY/SLV

SIZE RANGE
S

M

L

KHK/SLV

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PMR0016E

MEN’S ĀRAHI 6.5” SHORT
PRODUCT INTRO
The Ārahi Short utilises our world-leading run short fabrication, EcoTech
MESH, the latest in dissolved yarn technology for enhanced ventilation
and new generation recycled yarns. Combining high filament PET and
PTT fibres in a helix formation, lightweight stretch properties are achieved
without the need for elastane, providing unrivalled moisture management
properties, so staying lighter and reducing the risk of abrasion. The
upcycled fabric uses recycled PET water bottles, which helps preserve the
ground we run on. Coupled with a flush aerated 3D jacquard waistband
provides increased ventilation and comfort. Fusion welding technology
from Framis Italia provides seamless hems that are less abrasive and
have superior comfort. Our products are anatomically designed for a runspecific fit.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoTech MESH - Utilising recycled PET yarns with Biobased PTT yarns
for advanced moisture management and stretch. GRS Certified
• Dissolved yarn technology for enhanced ventilation and lightness.
• PU free mechanical stretch for lifetime freedom of movement and
enhanced lightness.
• Italian Framis Bonded Hems- low profile design for lightness, comfort
and style
• High filament polyester anti-chafe lining.
• Rear zipped secure storage.
• Jacquard waistband for comfort and increased ventilation.
• Certified Bluesign® approved dye house.

BLK/SLV

NVY/SLV

SIZE RANGE
S

M

L

KHK/SLV

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PMR0063E

MEN’S ĀRAHI 3” SHORT
PRODUCT INTRO
The Ārahi Short utilises our world-leading run short fabrication, EcoTech
MESH, the latest in dissolved yarn technology for enhanced ventilation
and new generation recycled yarns. Combining high filament PET and
PTT fibres in a helix formation, lightweight stretch properties are achieved
without the need for elastane, providing unrivalled moisture management
properties, so staying lighter and reducing the risk of abrasion. The
upcycled fabric uses recycled PET water bottles, which helps preserve the
ground we run on. Coupled with a flush aerated 3D jacquard waistband
provides increased ventilation and comfort. Fusion welding technology
from Framis Italia provides seamless hems that are less abrasive and
have superior comfort. Our products are anatomically designed for a runspecific fit.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoTech MESH - Utilising recycled PET yarns with Biobased PTT yarns
for advanced moisture management and stretch. GRS Certified
• Dissolved yarn technology for enhanced ventilation and lightness.
• PU free mechanical stretch for lifetime freedom of movement and
enhanced lightness.
• Italian Framis Bonded Hems- low profile design for lightness, comfort
and style
• High filament polyester anti-chafe lining.
• Rear zipped secure storage.
• Jacquard waistband for comfort and increased ventilation.
• Certified Bluesign® approved dye house.

BLK/SLV

NVY/SLV

SIZE RANGE
S

M

L

KHK/SLV

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PMR0030E

MENS ĀRAHI - 2IN1 SHORT
PRODUCT INTRO
The Ārahi 2n1 short integrates our world-leading run short fabrication, EcoTech
MESH and powerful EcoPower CK as the internal compression layer for muscle
support. EcoTech MESH uses dissolved yarn technology and combines high
filament PET and PTT fibres derived from upcycled water bottles. These fibres
are constructed in a helix formation for unparalleled ventilation and a nonelastane stretch. Our powerful EcoPower CK bears the true equilibrium of
unparalleled support, 360 flexibility and enhanced comfort. When active, this
reduces muscle oscillation for less fatigue and muscle damage, aligning the
muscle for greater power output. The short features a concealed side pocket
on the internal compression layer, perfect for a phone or nutritional needs you
want to carry. An additional zip side pocket in the short outer layer provides you
ample room to carry nutrition, keys & cards. Fusion welding technology from
Framis Italia provides seamless hems that are less abrasive and have superior
comfort. Our products are anatomically designed for a run-specific fit.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoTech MESH - Utilising recycled PET yarns with Biobased PTT yarns
for advanced moisture management and stretch. GRS Certified
• Dissolved yarn technology for enhanced ventilation and lightness.
• PU free mechanical stretch for lifetime freedom of movement and
enhanced lightness.
• Italian Framis Bonded Hems- low profile design for lightness, comfort
and style
• Eco Power CK inner for muscle support, for less muscule soreness and
faster recovery.
• Rear zipped secure storage.
• Jacquard waistband for comfort and increased ventilation.

BLK/SLV

NVY/SLV

SIZE RANGE
S

M

L

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWR0014D

WOMEN’S ĀRAHI S/S TOP
PRODUCT INTRO
With two world-leading recycled fabrications, EcoTech MF and EcoTech VENT,
the Ārahi Top sets new standards. Our engineers have developed fabrics that
achieve advanced moisture management performance beyond virgin polyester
by utilising filament grading technology and the latest high filament yarns from
Unifi’s labs in the USA. In addition, our EcoTech VENT is engineered with a 3D
vent mesh structure which provides optimal ventilation to lower your core body
temperature. Fusion welding technology from Framis Italia provides seamless
hems that are less abrasive and have superior comfort. Our products are
anatomically designed for a run-specific fit.

PRODUCT DETAILS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EcoTech MF utilises Dual Filament Recycled polyester yarns from Unifi for
advanced moisture control. GRS certified.
EcoTech VENT world-leading in ventilation, lightness and moisture
management.
GRS certified Recycled polyester.
High filament mechanical knit fabric for unrestricted freedom of movement,
enhanced comfort, and optimal hand feel.
Recycled Polyester performance engineered to perform better than virgin
polyester – superior performance whilst taking care of the planet.
Italian-made Framis fusion welding for low profile detailing, low abrasion and
comfort.
Rudolf Silver Plus - Triple protection German-made anti-bacterial treatment.
Embedded code in yarn to help track through the supply chain to ensure
authentication
Bluesign approved Dying Facility.

BLK/SLV

DGR/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XS

S

M

LBU/SLV

SUB 1

SUB 2

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
L

XL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWR0017E

WOMEN’S ĀRAHI
3” SHORTS
PRODUCT INTRO
The Ārahi Short utilises our world-leading run short fabrication, EcoTech
MESH, the latest in dissolved yarn technology for enhanced ventilation
and new generation recycled yarns. Combining high filament PET and
PTT fibres in a helix formation, lightweight stretch properties are achieved
without the need for elastane, providing unrivalled moisture management
properties, so staying lighter and reducing the risk of abrasion. The
upcycled fabric uses recycled PET water bottles, which helps preserve the
ground we run on. Coupled with a flush aerated 3D jacquard waistband
provides increased ventilation and comfort. Fusion welding technology
from Framis Italia provides seamless hems that are less abrasive and
have superior comfort. Our products are anatomically designed for a runspecific fit.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoTech MESH - Utilising recycled PET yarns with Biobased PTT yarns
for advanced moisture management and stretch. GRS Certified
• Dissolved yarn technology for enhanced ventilation and lightness.
• PU free mechanical stretch for lifetime freedom of movement and
enhanced lightness.
• Italian Framis Bonded Hems- low profile design for lightness, comfort
and style
• High filament polyester anti-chafe lining.
• Rear zipped secure storage.
• Jacquard waistband for comfort and increased ventilation.
• Certified Bluesign® approved dye house.

BLK/SLV

DGR/SLV

SIZE RANGE
XS

S

M

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
L

XL
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O U R P R O D UCTS

HĀPAI
COLLECTION
The Hāpai run collection is built around our innovative and
sustainable EcoTech MF fabrication and constructed 100%
recycled high filament REPREVE® yarns from USA’s Unifi.

RECYCLED

Multifilament fabrication for denier and filament grading
technology provides lifetime optimal chemical-free moisture
management. Finished with Rudolf SILVERPLUS® anti-bacterial
technology, which destroys odours before they start, offering you
all-day protection. Dyed in a Bluesign® approved dye-house and
manufactured in fully audited facilities, supporting our promise
to provide better products for our planet.
The Hāpai collection is perfect for all climates and is designed
for all sports, from running, HIIT, or the gym.

NON-CHEMICAL
MOISTURE
MANAGEMENT

ODOUR RESISTANT

PRODUCT CODE: PMR0021D

MEN’S HĀPAI S/S TOP
PRODUCT INTRO
The Hāpai Top utilises our latest environmental and sustainable
performance fabric, EcoTech MF (multi-filament). Filament grading
technology allows for permanent non-chemical moisture management,
which outperforms traditional virgin yarns, helping you stay dryer for
longer. Our engineers made this possible using a high filament count
knit fabric from Unifi’s labs in the USA - 100% recycled Repreve®, fully
traceable through the unique coding embedded in the yarn. Odourcausing bacteria are destroyed by the triple effect mechanism of Rudolf’s
Silverplus® anti-bacterial technology. Bluesign® approved dying facilities
ensure environmental protection. Our products are anatomically designed
for a run-specific fit.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoTech MF utilises Dual Filament Recycled polyester yarns from Unifi
for advanced moisture control. GRS certified.
• Recycled Polyester performance engineered to perform better than
virgin polyester – superior performance whilst taking care of the planet.
• Repreve made by Unifi utilises high-quality 100% recycled
performance yarn technology.
• Rudolf Silver Plus - Triple protection German-made anti-bacterial
treatment.
• Embedded code in yarn to help track through the supply chain to
ensure authentication
• Bluesign approved Dying Facility.

BLK/MAT

DGR/MAT

SIZE RANGE
S

M

L

BLK/WHT

NVY/MAT

KHK/MAT

WHT/MAT

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PMR0023D

MEN’S HĀPAI L/S TOP
PRODUCT INTRO
The Hāpai Top utilises our latest environmental and sustainable
performance fabric, EcoTech MF (multi-filament). Filament grading
technology allows for permanent non-chemical moisture management,
which outperforms traditional virgin yarns, helping you stay dryer for
longer. Our engineers made this possible using a high filament count
knit fabric from Unifi’s labs in the USA - 100% recycled Repreve®, fully
traceable through the unique coding embedded in the yarn. Odourcausing bacteria are destroyed by the triple effect mechanism of Rudolf’s
Silverplus® anti-bacterial technology. Bluesign® approved dying facilities
ensure environmental protection. Our products are anatomically designed
for a run-specific fit.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoTech MF utilises Dual Filament Recycled polyester yarns from Unifi
for advanced moisture control. GRS certified.
• Recycled Polyester performance engineered to perform better than
virgin polyester – superior performance whilst taking care of the planet.
• Repreve made by Unifi utilises high-quality 100% recycled
performance yarn technology.
• Rudolf Silver Plus - Triple protection German-made anti-bacterial
treatment.
• Embedded code in yarn to help track through the supply chain to
ensure authentication
• Bluesign approved Dying Facility.

BLK/MAT

DGR/MAT

SIZE RANGE
S

M

L

BLK/WHT

NVY/MAT

KHK/MAT

WHT/MAT

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWR0022D

WOMEN’S HĀPAI S/S TOP
PRODUCT INTRO
The Hāpai Top utilises our latest environmental and sustainable
performance fabric, EcoTech MF (multi-filament). Filament grading
technology allows for permanent non-chemical moisture management,
which outperforms traditional virgin yarns, helping you stay dryer for
longer. Our engineers made this possible using a high filament count
knit fabric from Unifi’s labs in the USA - 100% recycled Repreve®, fully
traceable through the unique coding embedded in the yarn. Odourcausing bacteria are destroyed by the triple effect mechanism of Rudolf’s
Silverplus® anti-bacterial technology. Bluesign® approved dying facilities
ensure environmental protection. Our products are anatomically designed
for a run-specific fit.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoTech MF utilises Dual Filament Recycled polyester yarns from Unifi
for advanced moisture control. GRS certified.
• Recycled Polyester performance engineered to perform better than
virgin polyester – superior performance whilst taking care of the planet.
• Repreve made by Unifi utilises high-quality 100% recycled
performance yarn technology.
• Rudolf Silver Plus - Triple protection German-made anti-bacterial
treatment.
• Embedded code in yarn to help track through the supply chain to
ensure authentication
• Bluesign approved Dying Facility.

BLK/MAT

DGR/MAT

SIZE RANGE
XS

S

M

LBU/MAT

MNT/MAT

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
L

XL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWR0024D

WOMEN’S HAPAI L/S TOP
PRODUCT INTRO
The Hāpai Top utilises our latest environmental and sustainable
performance fabric, EcoTech MF (multi-filament). Filament grading
technology allows for permanent non-chemical moisture management,
which outperforms traditional virgin yarns, helping you stay dryer for
longer. Our engineers made this possible using a high filament count
knit fabric from Unifi’s labs in the USA - 100% recycled Repreve®, fully
traceable through the unique coding embedded in the yarn. Odourcausing bacteria are destroyed by the triple effect mechanism of Rudolf’s
Silverplus® anti-bacterial technology. Bluesign® approved dying facilities
ensure environmental protection. Our products are anatomically designed
for a run-specific fit.
PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoTech MF utilises Dual Filament Recycled polyester yarns from Unifi
for advanced moisture control. GRS certified.
• Recycled Polyester performance engineered to perform better than
virgin polyester – superior performance whilst taking care of the planet.
• Repreve made by Unifi utilises high-quality 100% recycled
performance yarn technology.
• Rudolf Silver Plus - Triple protection German-made anti-bacterial
treatment.
• Embedded code in yarn to help track through the supply chain to
ensure authentication
• Bluesign approved Dying Facility.

BLK/MAT

DGR/MAT

SIZE RANGE
XS

S

M

LBU/MAT

MNT/MAT

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
L

XL
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O U R P R O D UCTS

CORE COLLECTION
Our Core collection is built for the versatile athlete in the gym, in
the box, or pounding the pavements.
The key aspects this athlete requires is moisture management
and durability. We have developed a world-first multi-fibre fabric
EcoTech vent where we blend moisture wicking next to skin and
durability fibres on the outer, so you get maximum transportation
of vapour/sweat and durability to withstand even the most
rigours workouts.
This has been built on a 100% recycled and GRS certified
platform. On the lower, we have developed a workout short
that uses a combination of PTT (bio-based) and PET (recycled)
fibres to generate a fabric that stretches without the need of
Elastane for greater durability and has the wickablility of high
filament yarns.

RECYCLED
NON-CHEMICAL
MOISTURE
MANAGEMENT

DURABLE KNIT
CONSTRUCTION

ODOUR
RESISTANT

PRODUCT CODE: PMT0051D

MEN’S CORE S/S TOP
PRODUCT INTRO
The Core top has been engineered using EcoDura Tech, the next
generation workout fabrication that integrates the two critical elements
needed, moisture management and durability. This fabric has high
filament yarns next to the skin to capture your sweat vapour and transport
it to the spun polyester outer to disperse the vapour and keep you dry,
which has the durability needed for trail runs to HIIT workouts. Both
fibres are 100% recycled, GRS certified (Global Recycled Standard), and
Bluesign® approved. Our products are anatomically designed for an
athletic-specific fit.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Dual fibre lightweight double knit for best of both world fabricationmoisture control and durability.
• Next to skin layer high filament recycled yarn for extreme moisture
control and next to skin comfort.
• Outer layer spun polyester for durability and moisture control.
• Certified Bluesign® approved dye house.
• Twin needle soft stitch for durability.

BLK/WHT

NVY/WHT

SIZE RANGE
S

M

L

TBL/WHT

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PMT0050D

MEN’S CORE 1/4
ZIPP TOP
PRODUCT INTRO
The Core 1/4 Zip has been engineered using EcoDura Tech, the next
generation workout fabrication that integrates the two critical elements
needed, moisture management and durability. This fabric has high
filament yarns next to the skin to capture your sweat vapour and transport
it to the spun polyester outer to disperse the vapour and keep you dry,
which has the durability needed for trail runs to HIIT workouts. Both
fibres are 100% recycled, GRS certified (Global Recycled Standard), and
Bluesign® approved. Our products are anatomically designed for an
athletic-specific fit.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Dual fibre lightweight double knit for best of both world fabricationmoisture control and durability.
• Next to skin layer high filament recycled yarn for extreme moisture
control and next to skin comfort.
• Outer layer spun polyester for durability and moisture control.
• Certified Bluesign® approved dye house.
• Twin needle soft stitch for durability.

BLK/WHT

NVY/WHT

SIZE RANGE
S

M

L

TBL/WHT

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PMT0057E

MEN’S CORE 7” SHORTS
PRODUCT INTRO
The Core short has been derived using EcoDura Stretch fabrication, the
next generation in workout fabrications that integrate the core attributes
needed in stretch, moisture management and durability. Developed
specifically for the gym market with its raw material, PTT derived from
plant extracts that are biodegradable, and the PET component is 100%
recycled. We twisted and drew these two filaments into a bio-fibre with a
helix structure that generates perfect stretch properties. This results in a
non-elastane fabrication that gives you permanent stretch that’s lighter,
with better moisture management and more durability than traditional
high-performance shorts. Maximum performance with near-zero
environmental impact. 7” inseam and two side pockets with an internal zip,
this will become your everyday go-to piece, from the gym to everyday life.
Our products are anatomically designed for an athletic-specific fit.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• PU free mechanical stretch for lifetime freedom of movement and
enhanced lightness.
• High filament polyester anti-chafe lining.
• Zipped secure storage pocket.
• Internal low profile drawcord.
• Jacquard waistband for comfort and increased ventilation.
• Certified Bluesign® approved dye house.
• Twin needle soft stitch for durability.

BLK/WHT

NVY/WHT

SIZE RANGE
S

M

L

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PMT0058E

MEN’S CORE 2IN1
7” SHORTS
PRODUCT INTRO
The Core 2n1 short integrates our next-generation workout fabrication,
EcoDura Stretch and powerful EcoPower CK as the internal compression
layer for muscle support. EcoDura Stretch combines high filament PET
and PTT fibres derived from upcycled water bottles. These fibres are
constructed into a bio-fibre with a helix formation for a permanent nonelastane stretch that’s lighter, with better moisture management and
more durability than traditional high-performance shorts. Our powerful
EcoPower CK bears the true equilibrium of unparalleled support, 360
flexibility and enhanced comfort. When active, this reduces muscle
oscillation for less fatigue and muscle damage, aligning the muscle for
greater power output. The short features a concealed side pocket on
the internal compression layer, perfect for a phone or nutritional needs
you want to carry. An additional zip side pocket in the short outer layer
provides you ample room to carry nutrition, keys & cards. Our products are
anatomically designed for an athletic-specific fit.

PRODUCT DETAILS
BLK/WHT

• PU free mechanical stretch for lifetime freedom of movement and
enhanced lightness.
• High filament polyester anti-chafe lining.
• Eco Power CK inner for muscle support, for less muscule soreness and
faster recovery.
• Internal low profile drawcord.
• Jacquard waistband for comfort and increased ventilation.
• Certified Bluesign® approved dye house.
• Twin needle soft stitch for durability.

NVY/WHT

SIZE RANGE
S

M

L

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWT0054D

WOMEN’S CORE S/S TOP
PRODUCT INTRO
The Core top has been engineered using EcoDura Tech, the next
generation workout fabrication that integrates the two critical elements
needed, moisture management and durability. This fabric has high
filament yarns next to the skin to capture your sweat vapour and transport
it to the spun polyester outer to disperse the vapour and keep you dry,
which has the durability needed for trail runs to HIIT workouts. Both
fibres are 100% recycled, GRS certified (Global Recycled Standard), and
Bluesign® approved. Our products are anatomically designed for an
athletic-specific fit.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Dual fibre lightweight double knit for best of both world fabricationmoisture control and durability.
• Next to skin layer high filament recycled yarn for extreme moisture
control and next to skin comfort.
• Outer layer spun polyester for durability and moisture control.
• Certified Bluesign® approved dye house.
• Twin needle soft stitch for durability.

BLK/WHT

NVY/WHT

SIZE RANGE
S

M

L

CLD/WHT

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWT0053D

WOMEN’S CORE
1/4 ZIPP TOP
PRODUCT INTRO
The Core 1/4 Zip has been engineered using EcoDura Tech, the next
generation workout fabrication that integrates the two critical elements
needed, moisture management and durability. This fabric has high
filament yarns next to the skin to capture your sweat vapour and transport
it to the spun polyester outer to disperse the vapour and keep you dry,
which has the durability needed for trail runs to HIIT workouts. Both
fibres are 100% recycled, GRS certified (Global Recycled Standard), and
Bluesign® approved. Our products are anatomically designed for an
athletic-specific fit.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Dual fibre lightweight double knit for best of both world fabricationmoisture control and durability.
• Next to skin layer high filament recycled yarn for extreme moisture
control and next to skin comfort.
• Outer layer spun polyester for durability and moisture control.
• Certified Bluesign® approved dye house.
• Twin needle soft stitch for durability.

BLK/WHT

CLD/WHT

SIZE RANGE
S

M

L

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
XL

XXL
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PRODUCT CODE: PWC0077C

WOMEN’S
CORE BRA
PRODUCT INTRO
The Core Mid-Impact sports bra has been developed using our
EcoPowerCK fabrication and features interactive straps for a
customisable and supportive fit. Our EcoPowerCK utilises a soft high
filament nylon base yarn coupled with powerful Lycra® for support.
Superior comfort is achieved through our 36 gauge knit structure while
alleviating sheerness, providing you with the utmost confidence. Our
eco-dye, dye-free technology ensures fabric perfect consistency and
preservation of our planet. Finished with a supportive elastic hem and twin
needle stitching for comfort, this bra is perfect for your workouts, runs
and everyday life. Our products are anatomically designed for an athleticspecific fit.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• EcoPower CK Fabric has been engineered specially for the demands
of high performnace sport with the perfect equilibrium of power, weight
and stretch.
• High filament nylon yarns for enhanced moisture management, fabric
durability and comfort
• Powerful LYCRA® for exceptional fit, support, recovery and multidirectional power.
• Eco Dye fabric for greater consistency of power and elimination of
industry-standard chemical dying.
• Supportive elastic hem band.
• Adjustable straps to help customise your perfect fit.

BLK/WHT

SIZE RANGE
XXS

XS

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
S

M

L

XL
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O U R P R O D UCTS

ESSENTIALS
COLLECTION

PRODUCT CODE: PUE0100C

PRESSIO RACE CAP
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s Race Cap is designed for performance. Featuring mesh
panelling for enhanced ventilation through high filament recycled
polyester from Repreve®️. The main body fabric is 50% recycled & 50%
stretch polyester (biodegradable). It is lightweight and breathable with
enhanced sun protection, and elastane free stretch will mould to your
head for enhanced comfort.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Made with recycled and biodegradable yarns, lightweight,
fast-drying performance fabric.
• High filament recycled polyester from Repreve®️ mesh panelling
for increased ventilation.
• High UPF protection on the brim, front panel and back panel.
• Machine washable.
• Moisture management sweatband.
• One size fits all (OSFA) design.
BLK/SLV

SIZE RANGE

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS

OSFA
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PRODUCT CODE: PUE0101C

PRESSIO CORE CAP
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s Core Cap is designed for all sports, running, gym and everyday
wear. The main body fabric is 50% recycled & 50% stretch polyester
(biodegradable). It is lightweight and breathable with enhanced sun
protection, and elastane free stretch will mould to your head for enhanced
comfort.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Made with recycled and biodegradable yarns, lightweight, fast-drying
performance fabric.
• High UPF protection on the brim, front panel and back panel.
• Machine washable.
• Moisture management sweatband.
• One size fits all (OSFA) design.

BLK/SLV

NVY/SLV

SIZE RANGE
OSFA
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PRODUCT CODE: PUE0104C

PRESSIO WATER
BOTTLE — 500ML
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s water bottles are made of biodegradable polyethene. Polyethene
is the gold standard in water bottle materials due to its flexibility and
recovery. It can be 100% recycled if disposed of in a recycling bin and
biodegradable if disposed of in the general waste. The whole composting
process in a landfill takes about one to five years. Furthermore, in the
landfill, the gas can be recaptured for use as an energy source. Large
opening for easy to use filling and user-friendly pull cap for quick
hydration.

PRODUCT DETAILS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Screw lid with pull cap.
Sturdy design.
Food approved, free of BPA and phthalates.
Dishwasher safe.
Recyclable plastic.
20% post-industrial recycled plastics.
All caps are fitted with lockable pull lids.
500ml.

BLK/SLV

CPR/SLV

OLV/SLV
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PRODUCT CODE: PUE0105C

PRESSIO WATER
BOTTLE — 750ML
PRODUCT INTRO
Pressio’s water bottles are made of biodegradable polyethene. Polyethene
is the gold standard in water bottle materials due to its flexibility and
recovery. It can be 100% recycled if disposed of in a recycling bin and
biodegradable if disposed of in the general waste. The whole composting
process in a landfill takes about one to five years. Furthermore, in the
landfill, the gas can be recaptured for use as an energy source. Large
opening for easy to use filling and user-friendly pull cap for quick
hydration.

PRODUCT DETAILS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Screw lid with pull cap.
Sturdy design.
Food approved, free of BPA and phthalates.
Dishwasher safe.
Recyclable plastic.
20% post-industrial recycled plastics.
All caps are fitted with lockable pull lids.
750ml.

BLK/SLV
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PRODUCT CODE: PUE0103C

PRESSIO BACKPACK
PRODUCT INTRO
The Pressio backpack provides the perfect solution for race day through
to your daily commute. Made utilising 100% recycled fabric further
enhanced by a weather-resistant TPU film. Plenty of pocketing and space
for all your sporting apparel, an internal secure laptop pocket.

PRODUCT DETAILS
• Extremely durable, weather-resistant, 100% recycled fabric - Light and
strong recycled polyester ripstop with a highly weather-resistant TPUfilm laminate.
• Easy-access main zippered compartment with interior zippered mesh
pocket provides organisation.
• Large front and top stash pockets keep necessities organised and
accessible.
• Comfortable padded mesh back panel for comfort and increased
ventilation.
• A padded shoulder harness and sternum strap; hydration compatible
with the port at the top of the back panel.
• Stretch-woven side pockets for water bottles or other hydration
solutions
• Padded laptop pocket is padded and zips open flat, making it TSAapproved; fits most 15” laptops.
• 32L

BLK/SLV
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ECOLITE

ECOTECT

PMR0092D

PMR0092D

PMR0093D

PMR0093D

PWR0096D

PWR0096D

PWR0097D

PWR0097D

PMR0090D

PMR0090D

MENS ECOLITE
RUN JACKET

MENS ECOLITE
RUN JACKET

MENS ECOLITE
RUN VEST

MENS ECOLITE
RUN VEST

WOMENS ECOLITE
RUN JACKET

WOMENS ECOLITE
RUN JACKET

WOMENS ECOLITE
RUN VEST

WOMENS ECOLITE
RUN VEST

MENS ECOTECT 3L
WATERPROOF
JACKET

MENS ECOTECT 3L
WATERPROOF
JACKET

BLK/SLV

NV/SLV

BLK/SLV

NV/SLV

BLK/SLV

CLD/SLV

BLK/SLV

CLD/SLV

BLK/SLV

NVY/SLV

RENEW

PWR0091D

PWR0091D

PME0084D

PME0084D

PME0085E

PME0085E

PME0086D

PME0086D

PMR0095D

PMR0095D

WOMENS ECOTECT
3L WATERPROOF
JACKET

WOMENS ECOTECT
3L WATERPROOF
JACKET

MENS RENEW
HOODIE

MENS RENEW
HOODIE

MENS RENEW PANTS

MENS RENEW PANTS

MENS RENEW ZIP
THROUGH

MENS RENEW ZIP
THROUGH

MENS RENEW
INSULATION JACKET

MENS RENEW
INSULATION JACKET

BLK/SLV

CLD/SLV

BLK/BLK

NVY/NVY

BLK/BLK

NVY/WHT

BLK/SLV

NV/SLV

BLK/SLV

NV/SLV

COMPRESSION
— PRESSIO

RENEW

PWE0087D

PWE0087D

PWE0088E

PWE0088E

PWE0089D

PWE0089D

PWR0099D

PWR0099D

PMC0001A

PMC0005B

WOMENS RENEW
HOODIE

WOMENS RENEW
HOODIE

WOMENS RENEW
PANTS

WOMENS RENEW
PANTS

WOMENS RENEW
ZIP THROUGH

WOMENS RENEW
ZIP THROUGH

WOMENS RENEW
INSULATION JACKET

WOMENS RENEW
INSULATION JACKET

MEN’S PRESSIO
TIGHT

MEN’S PRESSIO
SHORT

BLK/BLK

IVY/IVY

BLK/BLK

IVY/IVY

BLK/BLK

IVY/IVY

BLK/SLV

CLD/SLV

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

PMC0037A

PMC0040B

PWC0002A

PWC0006B

PWC0008A

PWC0027B

PWC0028A

PWC0076A

PWC0029A

PWC0064A

MEN’S PRESSIO
RUN TIGHT

MEN’S PRESSIO
RUN SHORT

WOMEN’S PRESSIO
TIGHT - MID RISE

WOMEN’S 5”
PRESSIO SHORT
- MID RISE

WOMENS PRESSIO
7/8’S - MID RISE

WOMENS PRESSIO
3’ SHORT

WOMENS PRESSIO
TIGHT - HIGH RISE

WOMENS PRESSIO
RUN TIGHT - LOW
RISE

WOMENS PRESSIO
7/8’S - HIGH RISE

WOMEN’S PRESSIO
RECYCLED TIGHT MID RISE

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

NVY/NVY

PWC0065A

PWC0066B

PWC0067A

PUC0009C

PUC0075C

PMC0046A

PMC0045A

PWC0048A

PWC0049A

PWC0047A

WOMEN’S PRESSIO
RECYCLED TIGHT HIGH RISE

WOMENS PRESSIO
RECYCLED 5’ SHORT
- MID RISE

WOMENS PRESSIO
RECYCLED 7/8’S MID RISE

PRESSIO CALF
GUARD

PRESSIO ARM
SLEEVE

MEN’S PRESSIO
THERMAL TIGHT

MEN’S PRESSIO RUN
THERMAL TIGHT

WOMEN’S PRESSIO
RUN THERMAL
TIGHT - MID RISE

WOMEN’S PRESSIO
RUN THERMAL
TIGHT - HIGH RISE

WOMEN’S PRESSIO
RUN THERMAL
TIGHT - LOW RISE

NVY/NVY

NVY/NVY

NVY/NVY

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

BLK/SLV

BLK/SLV

BLK/SLV

BLK/SLV

BLK/SLV

COMPRESSION — SOCKS

COMPRESSION — POWER

PUC0025C

PUC0025C

PUC0033C

PMC0003A

PMC0007B

PMC0038A

PMC0041B

PWC0004A

PWC0039A

PUC0010C

PRESSIO
COMPRESSION
SOCK

PRESSIO
COMPRESSION
SOCK

EVERYDAY
COMPRESSION
SOCK

MEN’S POWER TIGHT

MEN’S POWER
SHORT

MEN’S POWER RUN
TIGHTS

MENS POWER RUN
SHORTS

WOMEN’S POWER
TIGHT - MID RISE

WOMENS POWER
RUN TIGHT - LOW
RISE

POWER CALF GUARD

BLK/WHT

WHT/RED

BLK/WHT

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

RUN — ARAHI

PMR0013D

PMR0013D

PMR0013D

PMR0013D

PMR0013D

PMR0013D

PMR0015E

PMR0015E

PMR0015E

PMR0016E

MEN’S ĀRAHI S/S
TOP

MEN’S ĀRAHI S/S
TOP

MEN’S ĀRAHI S/S
TOP

MEN’S ĀRAHI S/S
TOP

MEN’S ĀRAHI S/S
TOP

MEN’S ĀRAHI S/S
TOP

MEN’S ĀRAHI 4.5”
SHORT

MEN’S ĀRAHI 4.5”
SHORT

MEN’S ĀRAHI 4.5”
SHORT

MEN’S ĀRAHI 6.5”
SHORT

BLK/SLV

DGR/SLV

NVY/SLV

TCL/SLV

SUB 1

SUB 2

BLK/SLV

NVY/SLV

KHK/SLV

BLK/SLV

PMR0016E

PMR0016E

PMR0063E

PMR0063E

PMR0063E

PMR0030E

PMR0030E

PWR0014D

PWR0014D

PWR0014D

MEN’S ĀRAHI 6.5”
SHORT

MEN’S ĀRAHI 6.5”
SHORT

MEN’S ĀRAHI
3” SHORT

MEN’S ĀRAHI
3” SHORT

MEN’S ĀRAHI
3” SHORT

MENS ĀRAHI - 2IN1
SHORT

MENS ĀRAHI - 2IN1
SHORT

WOMEN’S ĀRAHI S/S
TOP

WOMEN’S ĀRAHI S/S
TOP

WOMEN’S ĀRAHI S/S
TOP

NVY/SLV

KHK/SLV

BLK/SLV

NVY/SLV

KHK/SLV

BLK/SLV

NVY/SLV

BLK/SLV

DGR/SLV

LBU/SLV

RUN — HAPAI

PWR0014D

PWR0014D

PWR0017E

PWR0017E

PMR0021D

PMR0021D

PMR0021D

PMR0021D

PMR0021D

PMR0021D

WOMEN’S ĀRAHI S/S
TOP

WOMEN’S ĀRAHI S/S
TOP

WOMEN’S ĀRAHI
3” SHORTS

WOMEN’S ĀRAHI
3” SHORTS

MEN’S HĀPAI S/S
TOP

MEN’S HĀPAI S/S
TOP

MEN’S HĀPAI S/S
TOP

MEN’S HĀPAI S/S
TOP

MEN’S HĀPAI S/S
TOP

MEN’S HĀPAI S/S
TOP

SUB 1

SUB 2

BLK/SLV

DGR/SLV

BLK/MAT

DGR/MAT

BLK/WHT

NVY/MAT

KHK/MAT

WHT/MAT

PMR0023D

PMR0023D

PMR0023D

PMR0023D

PMR0023D

PMR0023D

PWR0022D

PWR0022D

PWC0047A

PWC0048A

MEN’S HĀPAI L/S
TOP

MEN’S HĀPAI L/S
TOP

MEN’S HĀPAI L/S
TOP

MEN’S HĀPAI L/S
TOP

MEN’S HĀPAI L/S
TOP

MEN’S HĀPAI L/S
TOP

WOMEN’S HĀPAI S/S
TOP

WOMEN’S HĀPAI S/S
TOP

WOMEN’S HĀPAI S/S
TOP

WOMEN’S HĀPAI S/S
TOP

BLK/MAT

DGR/MAT

BLK/WHT

NVY/MAT

KHK/MAT

WHT/MAT

BLK/MAT

DGR/MAT

LBU/MAT

MNT/MAT

ALL SPORTS – CORE

PWR0024D

PWR0024D

PWR0024D

PWR0024D

PMT0051D

PMT0051D

PMT0051D

PMT0050D

PMT0050D

PMT0050D

WOMEN’S HAPAI L/S
TOP

WOMEN’S HAPAI L/S
TOP

WOMEN’S HAPAI L/S
TOP

WOMEN’S HAPAI L/S
TOP

MEN’S CORE S/S TOP

MEN’S CORE S/S TOP

MEN’S CORE S/S TOP

MEN’S CORE 1/4
ZIPP S/S TOP

MEN’S CORE 1/4
ZIPP S/S TOP

MEN’S CORE 1/4
ZIPP S/S TOP

BLK/MAT

DGR/MAT

LBU/MAT

MNT/MAT

BLK/WHT

NVY/WHT

TBL/WHT

BLK/WHT

NVY/WHT

TBL/WHT

PMT0057E

PMT0057E

PMT0058E

PMT0058E

PWT0054D

PWT0054D

PWT0054D

PWT0055D

PWT0053D

PWT0053D

MEN’S CORE 7”
SHORTS

MEN’S CORE 7”
SHORTS

MEN’S CORE 2IN1
7” SHORTS

MEN’S CORE 2IN1
7” SHORTS

WOMEN’S CORE
S/S TOP

WOMEN’S CORE
S/S TOP

WOMEN’S CORE
S/S TOP

WOMEN’S CORE
SINGLET

WOMEN’S CORE
1/4 ZIP S/S TOP

WOMEN’S CORE
1/4 ZIP S/S TOP

BLK/WHT

NVY/WHT

BLK/WHT

NVY/WHT

BLK/WHT

NVY/WHT

CLD/WHT

CLD/WHT

BLK/WHT

CLD/WHT

ALL SPORTS – ESSENTIALS

PWC0077C

PUE0100C

PUE0101C

PUE0101C

PUE0104C

PUE0104C

PUE0104C

PUE0105C

PUE0103C

WOMEN’S
CORE BRA

PRESSIO RACE CAP

PRESSIO CORE CAP

PRESSIO CORE CAP

PRESSIO WATER
BOTTLE — 500ML

PRESSIO WATER
BOTTLE — 500ML

PRESSIO WATER
BOTTLE — 500ML

PRESSIO WATER
BOTTLE — 750ML

PRESSIO BACKPACK

BLK/BLK

BLK/SLV

BLK/SLV

NVY/SLV

BLK/SLV

CPR/SLV

OLV/SLV

BLK/SLV

BLK/SLV

